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A. L NELDEN, THE GREAT BEAUTY DOCTOR
T ells the Secret o f O btaining a Clear C o m p le x io n H o w to Get Rid o f W rin k les, P im p les, B lackheads, Skin
and Scalp Diseases, to A ll W h o W rite, A b s o lu te ly Free!

ANDREW

LINN NELDEN. M. D.

Dr. Nelden was for years the chief
surgeon of the largest Dermatologi
cal Institute in the world.
He
founded and is chief of staff' of the
Largest Free Accident Hospital in
New York, and is the chief operator
and medical director of the most
thoroughly equipped private establish
ment in America, the Nelden In sti
tu te and Sanitarium.
Both in America and Europe he has
revolutionized Plastic surgery and
systems of correcting the imperfec
tions of face and form which mother
nature has inflicted upon many. Many
physicians have stood amazed at the
simplicity of his methods of correct

ing ugly features, and thousands of
grateful patients in nearly all parts
of the civilized world are singing his
praise for the removal of wrinkles,
pimples and blackheads, scalp dis
eases and those terrible afflictions
th a t have held them back in life’s
race for happiness and success in
business and society.
One of the features of his system
th a t has been proving a God-send to
humanity is the accuracy with which
he treats cases a t their own homes,
though thousands of miles away. He
is treating hundreds who cannot come
to him in the privacy of their own
rooms, without the knowledge of
their most intim ate friends.
If you could sit in his office and
read the thankful letters from those
who in a few days after taking his
home treatm ent have watched their
pimples disappear as if by magic, the
blackheads depart, and a pure,
healthy complexion appear; the hair
take on th a t silky gloss th a t brings
sunshine to the soul and th a t sparkle
of new youth in the eye, you would
readily understand why they unani
mously pronounce him one of Amer
ica’s greatest authorities on Beauty
Culture and plastic surgery.
Mrs. A., of Chicago, w rites: “Words
cannot express the gratitude I feel in

having been, you might say, tra n s
formed.
You would have to have
seen my face before I began your
treatm ent, and see me now, in order
to appreciate the great change in my
appearance. Everything in my whole
life has improved. From th a t shrink
ing and timid disposition I have de
veloped a great desire to mingle
socially, and everyone seems to feel
more kindly toward me. I am now
admired by many, while, as before, I
was even afraid to show my face any
where. May God bless you for w hat
you have done for me.”
Miss W., of Boston, w rites; “I am
so grateful for your treatm ent, and
w hat it has done for my face, th a t I
am telling all my friends who are
troubled in any way to write you. I
tried nearly all kinds of facial tre a t
ments, but never received any per
manent relief until I took your course
of home treatm ent.”
Mr.G. of St. Louis w rites: “I would
have saved hundreds of dollars had I
known of your treatm ent sooner.
Your home treatm ent has brought
about two im portant changes in my
life, which were uppermost in my
heart for years, namely—the partner
in life I most desired and promotion
in my business.”
If the reader of this announcement

A case of “ Acm e.” pim ples, blackheads ami
pustules, w ith enlarged pores, permanently
and quickly cured by I)r. N eldeu’s
radical methods.

Heavy w rinkles over the e n tire face removed.

is afflicted in any way, and will write
to Dr. A. L. Nelden. Room 2. No. 22
W est 23d Street, New York City, the
doctor will send full particulars of
his home treatm ent, together with his
advice without any charge whatever.
Remember it costs you nothing to
consult him by correspondence and
you may learn in the privacy of your
own home how to overcome any im 
perfection of feature, face and form.
W rite to-day.
Your letter will be
kept sacredly confidential.
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SHOW ING R E SID EN CE OF GEORGE STANTON FLOYD-JONES, M A SSAPEQUA, LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

Massapequa is New York’s coming great surburban home center. A natural park, beautiful lakes, drives, private grounds, mag
nificent homes and hotels—the great South Bay—the Ocean—salt and fresh water, fishing, boating and sailing.
The widening and deepening by the U. S. Government of the sea channel at Massapequa will prove a great shipping and docking
center which will afford an outlet to the ocean for the surrounding country and which will make this property the most important point
on Long Island.
Massapequa is situated on the Long Island Railroad, in Nassau County, 12 miles from the City limits and can be reached in less
time than it took to come from 149th Street, the Bronx, before the subway opened. On completion of the subway to the Bronx the
early buyers reaped millions in profits.
When the tunnels are completed and the road electrified to Massapequa, it will then take only 35 minutes to City Hall, New York.
All these improvements are now under way and will be completed before the end of next year.

ASCO REALTY CO.—Owners and Developers
Dept A, Lincoln Trust Bldg.
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REVEALING H IS C H A R A C T E R A N D FO R TU N E A N D SH O W IN G H IS PR E SID E N T IA L POSSIBILITIES
P rep a re d

e sp e c ia lly f o r T h e F u tu r e

By

H om e J o u rn a l)

HARVE

That some are born to reach great heights and that others may reach
fame and power, is quite evident to all. But just how some are born in
majesty to rule is not so evident, and, for that matter, it cannot be unless
one is well versed in astrology. As an example, let us refer to the life
of Secretary of War William Taft.
Mr. Taft was born on September 15th, 1857, in Cincinnati, Ohio.
As a test I shall present herewith a horoscopical map of the heavens for
Ohio for the exact minute of Mr. Taft’s birth, and will interpret its
astrological meaning.
Let me state first, however, that in making the various maps, charts
and configurations given in this delineation, I have followed strictly the
standard system of astrology as presented in the authorized text-books.
The interpretations given below are those which may be found in such
books and in no way have they been altered to fit various facts or to mis
lead. The entire interpretation is given just as any competent astrologer
would read the charts, regardless of the native’s personality, position or
vocation. This, then, will be a supreme test of the reliability of true
astrology.
It may be well to state that the charts, maps, interpretations and figures
here presented required many days of careful work. Such horoscopes
as this cannot be made by a student nor by one versed only in the super
ficial side of astrology. This is why a true horoscope is so seldom found.
Taking Mr. Taft’s minute of birth on his birthday, I have made the
following map of birth.
It is needless to state that the sign rising upon the cusp of the first
house describes well Mr. Taft’s physical appearance. I will not dwell

upon this point, but will at once proceed to interpret the meaning of the
various positions of the planets in the twelve houses and signs and their
mutual aspects. In doing this I refer and consult only a standard text
book.
No. 1.—The Sun in House 7 indicates general popularity, especially
with superiors. It also indicates a rise in life after marriage.
No. 2.—The Sun in good aspect with the Moon gives good health
and vitality and general success, with favors from superiors, and the
ability to plan, lead and calculate in important matters.
No. 3.—The Sun in good aspect with Mars gives energy of purpose,
strength of will, courage, self-reliance, enterprise, ability to command and
control and to organize. It attracts the native to responsible positions
in public life and makes him fortunate for all martian and government
service. It also favors the birth of sons.
No. 4.—Sun in good aspect to Saturn steadies the character, fore
thought and prudence and the power of organizing and directing.
No. 5.—Sun in good aspect to Uranus (Mr. Taft's ruling planet)
gives originality and independence, enterprise and ambition. It makes
the mind active and clear and further favors him for public life and the
holding of public appointments with governments, companies and asso
ciations.
No. 6 .—Moon in the 7th house is good for marriage, popularity,
public favor, social success and gain by partnership.
No. 7.—Moon in conjunction with Mars brings out the native’s mar
tian tendencies, making him brave, but with a tendency to be rash. It
also indicates a liability to accidents, fevers and dangers from fire or
water.
No. 8 .—Moon in bad aspect to Uranus makes the native somewhat
eccentric, and may cause some slight nervous trouble. It would also
indicate that the native is interested in philosophical, scientific and occult
subjects. (Is this so?)
No. 9.—Mercury (Mr. Taft’s co-ruler) in the 8 th house indicates that
the native will have some trouble with partners (in marriage or busi
ness) and also indicates that the native’s death will be directly or indirectly
connected with his nervous system. (See paragraph No. 8 above.)
No. 10.—Mercury in good aspect with Venus makes the native cheer
ful, happy, pleasing, smiling, good-natured and sociable. It improves
the mind and mental faculties and gives taste and refinement and an
inclination for music, art, etc., and indicates a touch of genius.
No. 11.—Venus in the 7th house indicates gains through social suc
cess giving public approval and popularity. It also indicates that Mr.
Taft was destined to marry a woman who would have Venus prominent
in her horoscope, since the 7th house is the house of marriage.
No. 12.—Venus in bad aspect to Jupiter indicates liberality often to
extravagance.
No. 13.—Mars in the 7th house makes the native forceful, aggressive,
and prominent in public affairs.
No. 14.—Mars in bad aspect to Uranus (his ruler) indicates that the
native’s death will probably occur while traveling, bringing on fevers
and nervous troubles in an unusual manner.
No. 15.—Mars in slightly good aspect to Saturn gives ambition, cour
age, determination; favors public life and assistance from superiors.
No. 16.—Jupiter in the 3rd house gives refinement of mind, good-will
of brethren, benefits through education, literature and traveling. Also
that the traveling will be often and successful.
No. 17.—Jupiter in good aspect to Neptune gives devotion to religion,
philanthropy, love of art, the beautiful and elegant. It also gives a good
imagination, and genius in some direction.
No. 18.—Saturn in the 6 th house may cause trouble with digestion,
liver, etc. Possible loss through servants. Success as manager, superin
tendent or in official appointment.
( Continued on next page.)
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( Horoscope of Taft Continued.)
No. 19.—Saturn in good aspect with Uranus (his ruler) gives thought
fulness, seriousness and concentration.
No. 20.—Uranus (his ruler) in the 3rd house, is good for intellectual
ability, attraction to new and strange subjects, etc. It increases the tend
ency to travel.
No. 21.—Neptune in the 1st house indicates that the native will be
interested in travels on sea or water and at the same time increases the
emotions and aesthetic genius.
Thus does the horoscope of Mr. Taft reveal his true nature, and who,
forsooth, can say that Mr. Taft was NOT BORN TO RULE, DIRECT,
and HOLD A PUBLIC OFFICE OF RESPONSIBILITY? Does not
the life of Mr. Taft, as we know it publicly, demonstrate that he has
simply lived the life indicated for him? Could he, by any manner of
means, have remained an ordinary citizen, quiet, unknown and without
public power? These are questions which every doubter must answer
and students analyze.
But let us proceed to note the present astrological influences and the
possibilities of the future.
There is a dictum, in fact, a rule and law, in astrology, that the posi
tions of the planets on each day after birth indicate the incidents of each
year after birth. Thus, in looking for the possibilites of the year begin
ning September 15th, 1908 (Mr. Taft’s 51st birthday) we shall examine
the positions of the planets on the 51st day after his birth, which was
November 5th, 1857. Accordingly map No. 2 is a map for Mr. Taft’s
52nd year.

JO U R N A L .

Government’s Mercury at the mid-heaven, and, more important than all
of these is that Mr. Taft’s Mars( which represents his martian, ruling
position, is in conjunction with the Government’s rising sign at the cusp.
In other words, Mr. Taft’s Mars is passing over the important place
of the rising sign in the Government’s map, indicating that his martian
qualities will become prominent in the public affairs beginning with 1909.
Now let us examine the local influences at work on the day of election,
November 3rd, 1908. We find that the Moon is sextile to his Jupiter.
This is favorable for Mr. Taft. We also find that Neptune will be in bad
aspect to his Mercury, and I again warn Mr. Taft to take care of his
health, for this would indicate that he will suffer from troubles with the
blood, kidney, bladder, or pains in the back. His nervous system will
not be right and will no doubt cause him some trouble. His throat, too,
will need some attention.
On the day of the election we also find that Neptune will cast a favor
able aspect to his Jupiter, and since Neptune is considered the planet of
hope and Jupiter the planet of fortune, this is favorable for his election.
While all this is occurring we find that his Mars is transiting or passing
over the Government’s Saturn in the first house, giving prominence to
his martian qualities in regard to the Government and also, at this time,
Mr. Taft’s Neptune, which, in his birth-map, is in his first house, indi
cating his life, will pass over and advance to the tenth house of the Gov
ernment, which house pertains to the President of the United States.
In March, 1909, when our next President will be seated, we find that
the Sun, the giver of life, power and success, will, with kindness and
favor, pass through Mr. Taft’s first house, bringing great power to
his life.
Can Mr. Taft be elected President? Yes, if he heeds the warnings
given above and does not, in some rash manner, incur public opposition
and disapproval.
Will he be elected? This is a difficult question to answer from his
horoscope alone, for the horoscopes of other candidates might show the
same favorable conditions, and in such a case all must be compared and
the best selected.
Next month we will consider the horoscope of Wm. Jennings Bryan,
the Democratic nominee.

T H E BROKEN SWORD.

M AP

NUM BER

TW O.

Fight ever o n : this earthly stuff
If used God’s way will be enough.
Face to the firing-line, O friend:
Fight out life's battle to the end.

R ep resen tin g M r. T a ft’s L ife D u rin g H is F ifty-second Y ear.

In this map we find that the rising sign has progressed to the last
degree of Aries, and this, being the first or head sign, indicates that the
native’s affairs will pertain to important, leading matters. We also find
that Capricorn has progressed to the mid-heaven, which is the culmina
tion, and this indicates that important, ruling, majestic, royal affairs will
be prominent in the native’s fifty-second year.
Another law of astrology is that the positions of the planets in this
progressed horoscope as related by aspect to the planets in the natal-birth
horoscope, will also indicate much. Accordingly we find first that in this
progressed horoscope the Sun has advanced to a square or bad aspect to
the Venus in the birth map. This would indicate that through being a
little too aggressive in his public affairs he will arouse some public criti
cism and opposition. The Sun has also formed a bad aspect with his
Jupiter, and this would indicate first that he will suffer somewhat through
some writings or documents, and secondly from trouble with his throat.
In the future Mr. Taft must give this latter fact more attention.
Venus, having advanced to a good aspect with his ruling planet,
Mercury, would indicate that Mr. Taft will be very successful through
oratory, writing and planning, in making a favorable public impression,
with the exception given above.
Uranus, which is his co-ruler, casts a good aspect to his Sun, and this
indicates that, since Uranus has advanced to the first house of the map,
that he will have an important rise in life which will stir into action the
power of the S un; and, let it be noted with pleasure by his followers, that
the Sun is, at the time, located in the 7th house, giving public approval.
But again, Uranus is at the same time in bad aspect with Mars in the
7th, and this would also indicate that Mr. Taft may have a tendency to be
too aggressive and martian and that his eccentricity, impulsiveness and
rashness may hurt his popularity. (Will Mr. Taft heed this warning?)
Now let us examine his possible connection with the government.
In the July issue of this Journal there was published the authentic horo
scope of the United States. By comparing Mr. Taft’s progressed
horoscope with that of the United States we find a remarkable co
incidence. Mr. Taft's Sun for his fifty-second year is in absolute, exact
and powerful aspect with the Government’s Sun. Both are 13 degrees,
and one is in Scorpio in the seventh house and the other in Cancer in
the ninth house at the culmination. This, to an astrologer, means success
and power in governmental affairs for Mr. Taft, and New York (ruled
by Cancer) will play an important part in this in some way.
We also find that Mr. Taft's ruling planet, Mercury, is in good aspect
with the Government’s Jupiter, also at the mid-heaven in culmination.
Then again, Taft’s other ruler, Uranus, is also in good aspect with the

One soldier, when the fight was red,
Threw down his broken sword and fled:
Another snatched it, won the day,
With what his comrade flung away!
—Edwin Markham, in The Nautilus.

H EA LTH
B y O a k ley S ell e c k .

Health is our wealth in pocket and mind
Should be the main object of all sane mankind.
Of course, it is so, at least so we think,
But we defy Nature’s laws
And to ill-health we sink.
Thoughts are really great factors in keeping us well;
Christian Science say this, and continues to tell
Us, there’s nothing that ails us, you must believe it.
Stop your worry, and hurry. You’re all right. Feeling fit.
But the body demands that attention be paid
To its sanitation, exercise, and arrayed
In clean, sweet surroundings, of this I am sure,
If mind, soul and body are reasonably pure.
We object to the effort that exercise takes.
Our muscles are flabby, organs dull. Disease makes
An attack and we wonder what ails us, and say:
“I have really done nothing.” Well, you should, every day.
There’s a method of action we need sick or well
To ensure circulation, active organs, and will
Make you well, keep you well, if you try it you’ll find
That the Future Success Club keeps healthy mankind.
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OCEAN ST E A M SH IPS OF THE
FUTURE
THE FACTS OF YESTERDAY SHOW POSSI
BILITIES OF T O M O R R O W
The steamboat of yesterday and
the ocean liner of tomorrow offer
a world of thought in contrast.
The possibilities of the future are
just as vast as the advances already
made.
It was in 1807—one hundred
and one years ago—that Robert
Fulton conceived the idea of utiliz
ing steam as a power to move a
boat upon the water. Although
the idea was not a new one, yet
Fulton was the first to make a
practical application of the idea.
As is always the case with new in
ventions which make a radical de
parture, Fulton was acclaimed a
“dangerous, hair-brained and im
practical” fool. It is easy to pic
ture the expression of those to
whom he submitted his plans, for
without a doubt they listened to
him quietly as they would to a man
mad with impossible ideas. They
may have urged him on just to
see how far he would go with the
“foolish idea” and others may have
hinted at the possible detention of
Fulton in a mad house. At any
rate, he seemed harmless as a
maniac, and, of course, no one
would ever ride in the boat he had
planned.
The wise-heads and

T H E OCEAN L IN E R OF T H E F U TU R E.

The ocean monster of the future
will be from 4,000 to 5,000 feet
long. It will have from twelve to
sixteen smokestacks. Its width
will be nearly 500 feet and its
heighth nearly 600 feet. Its speed
will be 84 to 200 miles per hour.
The horsepower for such a vessel
will have to be about 112,500,000,
and no doubt fewer engines will be
used then than we find in our ships
today, for the power may be other
than steam, and even with steam
wonderful improvements are being
made in engines.
The height of the future ocean
liner may be better realized by corn-
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those who thought they knew it all
silently awaited the results, and
predicted that “nobody will risk
his life on a vessel with a roaring
furnace in it.” There was the
point! They did not question the
power of the steam, for they knew
little regarding it, but the idea of
having in the wooden boat a roar
ing furnace seemed to threaten
total destruction to the vessel.
But Fulton persevered, and final
ly built a craft 130 feet long, which
triumphantly carried twenty pas
sengers. He was hailed as a mar
velous inventor, and succeeded in
establishing a new “kind” of ves
sel.
But look at our ocean liners to
day. Our biggest ships are 790
feet in length and carry very com
fortably 3,250 passengers. This
will seem small in the future when
our ocean liners will increase to a
length of 4,000 or 5,000 feet, and
will carry no doubt 800,000 pas
sengers. Such a giant ship is not
only possible, but probable within
100 years. If the growth of steam
ers in the last 10 0 years is used as
a basis of calculation in the next
10 0 years we can look for an ocean
liner similar to the one illustrated
on this page.
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theatre seating many thousands,
bowling alleys, swimming pools,
tennis courts, football fields, drive
ways for horses and carriages, a
ballroom, art gallery, saloon, music
hall, automobile race track, trolley
roads with full-sized trolley cars to
carry passengers to various parts
of the long boat, a billiard room, a
library, gymnasium, stock ex
change, smoking room, roof gar
den, palm garden, children’s play
ground with real trees and sand,
a bank, a church, a police court
and a police station.
Of course, there will be many
thousands of large sleeping rooms,
a number of dining rooms, a nur
sery, a complete fire department
with regular fire engines pulled by
three horses, a hospital, a drug
store, a complete shopping district
with dry goods and other stores
along one “street,” a large press
room and complete newspaper of
fice which will publish a large daily
paper while at sea, a slaughter
house and butcher shop, a photo-
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Illustration from the “ N ew Y ork W o rld .”

paring it, as shown on the crosssection view here given, with the
Park Row building of New York.
The Statue of Liberty could - be
placed like a diameter in one of
the smokestacks. It will have sev
eral passenger elevators to carry
passengers to the different floors,
about twenty in number. There
will be all the latest and modem
forms of amusements, including a
race-track for horses, a full-sized

graph gallery, restaurant, florist
and pretty nearly everything which
may be found in any good-sized
city.
The present generation may not
live to see this giant ship, but be
fore many years have passed we
shall see improvements in this di
rection. The sea has lost its mys
tery and danger, and progress has
taken giant strides in every direc
tion.
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T H E D EC LA R A T IO N OF IN
T E R N A L IN D EPEN D EN CE.
The Freedom of the Soul.
BY C H A R LE S L IN D E N B Y R N ES, P H .D .

Eternal progress seems to be
the watchword for the twentieth
century and few of us realize that
internal progress is of greater im
portance. For why think of ex
ternal, material progress before ac
complishing internal, mental and
spiritual progression ? Can we hope
to reach the heights of true happiess and wealth before we have at
tuned our inner-selves to the at
tainment of this?
Internal independence! A new
phrase representing an old idea.
After all, is not “New-thJought”
the oldest thought known to man?
So with internal independence.
Man, for centuries past, yes, from
the first glow of morning sunlight,
has ever kept before him the ideal
of independence—freedom from
rule, from law and from those
things which bar him from success
and power. Advancement and in
dependence have walked hand in
hand from the creation of the world
and still man has yet to learq that
advancement does not beget inde
pendence, but that independence
leads most intelligently to continu
ous advancement.
We speak of evolution as though
it might express a term indicative of
some subtle, intangible law. We
marvel in the limitless domain and
become inspired with awe at its vast
possibilities. But is evolution a
subtle limitless law? Or is it tan
gible and limited to man’s free
thought and in the human—even
beastly—desire for independence?
Evolution, as set forth so ponder
ously by science, explains the origin
of man so far as his physical counte
nance is concerned, but it fails to
recognize the all-important factor
of mind. Mind, while subject to
the results of evolution, is at the
same time the cause of evolution.
Evolution, a la Haeckel and
Darwin, tells us that the human
form is but the result of continuous,
high development of the first sem
blance of man—the ape. Darwin
proved theoretically that prehistoric
man was but little removed from
the ape and that gradually the hu
man body is becoming more human.
Haeckel, the successful promulga
tor of Darwinism, has demonstrated
that the missing link between man
and monkey was an ape, which,
walking upon its feet like man, com
bined other features of the mon
key species. The work of both
Darwin and Haeckel has done
much to prove the theory of evo
lution—but the cause has remained
unexplained.
Let us grant that evolution is’a
term applied to a result, instead of a
law or cause. What then is the law
or cause? Nature and its opera
tion? Hardly, for nature makes no
advancement and evolution is ad
vancement. Mind, the omnipotent
Mind, is the cause of evolution, as
I shall attempt to prove.
Let us return to the ape, accept( Continued on page 65.)
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f AN ACROSTIC.

•

BY M RS. S. E . FAY.

The Future Home Journal, I am proud to say,
Has come to the literary world to stay.
Every page is interesting, from first to last,

A DEPARTM ENT FOR TH E H IG H ER MENTAL, MORAL AND
PHYSICAL D EV ELO PM EN T OF CHILDREN.
Conducted by Mrs. Florence Hoff.
The training of a child becomes
a simple and pleasant vocation if
the child has been born with the
proper tendencies and character
istics. If the child has been in
stilled with love, kindness, harmony
and purity, then its life will natur
ally follow in this vein. All chil
dren are bad to the extent that they
are mischievous, stubborn, dis
obedient and human. It cannot
reason as can an older person, nor
does it realize the value of obedi
ence.
The parents know that disobedi
ence often results in harm, but the
child cannot know this until it has
learned, not alone through explana
tion, but by demonstration. Have
you ever watched a kitten learn
the lessons of life? It fears naught
at first, but gradually learns the
value of distance and space and
keeps from great heights. Then it
learns to keep from places unsteady
or unsafe. In its rovings it will
eventually test carefully the solid
ity of any article upon which it
steps. Then some day it will see
fire. The flame will appear attrac
tive and the kitten will playfully
investigate. Have you ever noticed
that as soon as the kitten touches
its nose to the flame and is burned
that ever after that it will keep
away from similar flames? Thus a
kitten unable to learn the lessons
of life through explanations, will
eventually learn them through
demonstration. Regardless of other
precepts, children and fools will
learn only in the school of experi
ence !
How can we expect a child to
know what seems so plausible to
us? We know that a child of only
two months is in a dangerous posi
tion when upon an ordinary chair.
But the child does not know this.
To the child unexperienced, dis
tance and space count for nothing.
It does not fear a fall until after
it has experienced several. We
may warn such a child, but it will
fail to understand.
The infant upon the floor will
look at the moon in its glimmering
radiance, and cry for it. It seems
foolish to us, but to the child space
counts for nothing, and the moon
seems to be within easy reach. The
light upon the table does not seem
to be any nearer than the sun at
day. Both appear within grasping
distance.
A child knows not disobedience.
If it desires to accomplish some
thing it can understand no reason
why it should not pursue its de
sires. To be told not to do a thing,
implies nothing to the child. It

cannot seem wrong, unnecessary or
harmful, since the undeveloped
mind cannot appreciate these
things.
How cruel, then, to punish a
child for disobedience! It cannot
accomplish any desirable result.
Let us examine a case of punish
ment. A child one year old is
warned not to touch a small arti
cle upon a lower shelf of a fancy
table. The warning means noth
ing to the child except that it cre
ates a curiosity and desire to know
why it should not touch the article,
and when the parent is not looking
you can be sure that the child will
touch it—perhaps just a little—
enough to satisfy its curiosity.
Then at some later time in the day
the curiosity will be further
aroused and the child will again
investigate the article. This time
it ventures further and—the article
is broken. Then the mother be
comes excited and complains. She
scolds the child and ends by slap
ping its hands. This is not much
of a physical punishment, but the
child feels keenly the intent, and is
hurt more mentally than physically.
The mother warns the child not to
do that again or it will be punished
again. What lesson does this
teach? Will it make the child more
obedient? Experience has shown
that this is not so.
I have said that a child learns
by demonstration and experience.
Then what did the child learn by
this experience of punishment? It
learned two facts more powerful
in their value than we realize. First,
the child found that its mother (or
father) was cruel, unkind and se
vere ! Secondly, it learned that if it
did things unknown and undiscov
ered, no punishment followed, but
if discovered, punishment would
follow! Can you realize, mothers,
what bearing these two facts will
have upon that child’s life? The
child realizes that it is not wrong
to be disobedient, but wrong to be
discovered in the act. Deceit fol
lows. It will not be discovered
again if it can help it, and disobedi
ence becomes willful and secret.
Truly the child has learned a won
derful and vital lesson through
demonstration and experience.
A D V E R T ISE R S
W ill find T he F u t u r e an excellent
magazine in which to advertise such
wares as are in keeping with the prin
ciples of this magazine. It reaches a
class of people familiar with “buying hy
mail,” and since we guarantee satisfac
tion to our readers, they buy freely.

From the fields of knowledge, both present and past.
Under the direction of able men,
To choose its writers and wield the pen;
United we stand, each for the other—
Remember our Journal teaches love for our brother.
Every precept leads us on to strength and power,
Health and happiness, the themes of the hour.
O may we catch a glimpse from the realms above,
Making our hearts rejoice more in His love;
Ever onward and upward to be our plan,
Justice and mercy to fill the heart of man.
O may our lives be filled with virtue and truth,
Until science has brought back to us our youth.
Reader, ever remember your strength and power,
Never doubt your future success, for an hour;
And we will be happy, whereever we be,
Living and loving in this land of the free.
(Note the initial letter of each line.—E ditor .)
T H E CRIM E OF GROW ING OLD.
B y O a k ley S e l l e c k .

I laugh at age, for life’s been gay,
Suppose my hair is turning gray,
And wrinkles traced by hand of Time
Have written truth—reflects no crime
Of years long past, memories sublime.
Do not forget; you'll face the same.
Laws do not change; Time plays the game.
None can escape, fools often try—
With paint and powder and some dye.
“Give back my youth,” this is their cry.
The things that age us most of all
Are the evil deeds memories recall.
We hear their cry and curse the things—
It’s Hell to think! Let’s forget our flings!
But none escape these memory stings.
Yes, Memory makes us young or old.
It’s what we are; our story’s told.
Love life and truth, you’re free from care;
Then Memory’ll keep you young and fa ir;
You can’t grow old, Time would not dare!

T H E PA SSIN G OF A G R EA T SOUL.
A Tribute to Eleanor Kirk.
It is with deep regret that The Future Home Journal
gives publicity to the death of Mrs. Allen M. Ames (Eleanor
Kirk). She was a pioneer of the “ New Thought” move
ment in the United States and her work in the literary field
has spread throughout the world.
She was an authoress of marked ability, a keen student
of human nature and a living exemplification of her beliefs
and doctrines. She was known best by her two most suc
cessful books, “ The Influence of the Zodiac Upon Human
Life” and “ Libra,” a novel with astrological characters.
To the son and daughter surviving her we extend our
heartfelt sympathy, as will all our readers.
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quently only the side of the moon
toward the sun will be illuminated
by the sun’s rays and the side to
ward the earth will be dark; for, re
member, the moon is a dark body
and has no light of its own. When
the moon is at A those who are on
1ND
the day side of the earth do not
see the moon illuminated, and it
appears as shown at No. 1 below
the illustration. Then the moon
travels until it is situated as shown
at B. From the day side of the
earth we are then enabled to see
just a little of the illuminated side
SOME CURIOUS A N D INTERESTING FACTS RE of the moon indicated by the arrow
at B. To us this appears as shown
GARDING THE WONDER OF OUR
at No. 2 below. When the moon
E A R T H ’S OFFSPRING
has traveled to C we are enabled
to see half of the moon illuminated
P R E P A R E D FOR T H IS ISSUE ESPECIALLY
and half in darkness and it appears
as shown at No. 3. Gradually the
B y M A X W E L L FULLER
moon assumes position D, and al
We are so accustomed to say
In the centre is shown the earth most all of the moon’s illuminated
“the moon” that it is hard to real at X. Around this is a double cir surface is seen, as shown by the
ize that we should say “our moon,” cle, which represents the path of two arrows. Then the moon ap
for the earth’s moon is not the the moon around the earth. To pears as shown at No. 4. Finally,
only moon in our universe. Jupiter the right of the earth is seen the after 14 days the moon assumes
has four moons, Neptune has one, sun with its light radiating toward position E, and we may see, from
the night side of the earth, the en
Uranus six, Mars two and Saturn
tire illuminated side of the moon,
eight. Of the twenty-two moons
and
it appears as shown at No. 5.
in our universe, we recognize but
The moon now starts upon its re
one, the one which belongs to our
turn, and at F it appears as shown
earth. For this reason we should
at No. 6 , which is like No. 4, only
call it our moon.
reversed. When at G it appears
Of course, with the naked eye
as
shown at No. 7 and finally re
we can see only our moon, but in
turns again to A.
the large telescopes the other
The moon makes its entire revo
moons are visible.
lution around the earth from A to
What is a moon? This question
A in 27 days 7 hours and 43 min
has never been satisfactorily an
utes.
swered by science, but Professor
The movement between the let
Darwin is probably correct in his
ters A. B. C. D. F, F, G, H and A
theory. It is to the effect that our
is then about three and one-half
globe, the earth, in a late stage of
days.
its development, amid the throes of
But one side of the moon is
disruption, gave birth to its soli
known
to us, and for this reason
tary offspring. In other words,
many have been led to believe that
our moon is but a dead mass of
it is a disk. They reason that if it
matter which was originally a part
is a sphere which is continually re
of the earth, but was thrown off
volving we should have seen the
in a heated mass during the earth’s
other side of the moon. The reasonig does not take into considera
tion that since the moon not only
passes around the earth, but also
revolves, this would keep but one
side of the moon’s surface toward
OUR MOON AS IT A PPEA R S ON T H E
the earth.
SIX T H DAY.
FROM PHOTOGRAPH
THROUGH T H E W ORLD’S LARG
Through the telescope the moon
E ST TELESCO PE.
looks much like the surface of our
the earth. The moon is represented earth. The illustrations on this
by the letter M. Now, let us fol page show the moon as it has been
low the moon in its travel. We photographed through the tele
will start when the Moon is at let scope. It will be noted that there
ter A. It is then directly between are many craters, ridges and moun
DRAW ING BY T H E A U TH O R SHOW ING
ENLARGEM ENT OK ONE OF T H E
the earth and the sun. Conse tains similar to those seen in for
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CRATERS OF T H E MOON.

disruption. Its rapid movement in
the atmosphere caused it to become
spherical, and at the same time to
gradually cool, until to-day it is a
sphere of dead, cold matter. No
doubt the other moons were born
in the same manner, and Saturn
must have passed through many
disruptive stages to cast off eight
different masses which now form
its moons.
The magnetism of the earth
holds our moon in its position to
wards the earth, for its movement is
a circle around the earth. Illustra
tion No. 1 shows just how our
moon travels around the earth and
what causes the different phases of
the moon. Since this latter subject
is perhaps the most interesting, I
will dwell upon it in detail.
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eign countries. The dark shadows
are cast by the mountains, and some
are caused by deep surfaces which
are probably bottoms of some for
mer seas. The moon is without
water at present, however, and
there are no rivers, lakes or seas
of any kind. ■
That the moon has a strong in
fluence upon this earth is admitted
by astronomy. The diameter of
the moon is 2,162 miles. Its disc
is perfectly round, so far as pres
ent measurements can tell. The
area of the moon is about one-thir
teenth of the earth. Yet there is
room there for the entire British
Empire with six million square
miles to spare. Gravitation of the
moon’s surface has but about onesixth its power here, therefore, a
stone thrown in the air on the moon
would rise to six times the height
it would here. Our bodies would
weigh less and air-ships would
have little trouble to keep above
the ground. The temperature on
the moon is about frost at all times
and lowers to zero during the
moon’s long nights of fourteen
days.
An eclipse of the sun is caused
by the moon passing between the
earth and the sun, and in the same
declination. This prevents many
from different parts of the earth
from seeing the sun at the time
the moon passes in front of it. It
would be like shown in illustration
No. 1, where the moon is at A.
Next month we shall examine
the planet Mars.
DREAMS. REALIZED.
Henri Farman, the great French
“Air Pilot,” is giving startling ex
hibitions at Brighton Beach during
this month, with a heavier-than-air
machine. He drives his aeroplane
through the air and around the race
track with the speed of a racing
automobile. In conversation with
our editor the day before his official
demonstration, Farman assured
him that the heavier-than-air sys
tem of navigating nature’s greatest
realm, the air, was here to stay and
that the dreams of our forefathers
had been realized at last.
Isrial Ludlow, one of America's
best authorities, and who was seri
ously injured in Florida in a fall
from an aeroplane, was a very much
interested spectator at the Farman
exhibition, and in conversation with
our editor assured him that he was
still to be counted upon for the able
thought he has given the subject.
Mr. Ludlow, inventor of the Ludlow
Aeroplane, was one of the first sci
entists in America to advocate the
heavier-than-air airship. Hamilton,
the daring baloonist, who has had
more narrow escapes than most
navigators of the air, is at Brighton
Beach giving a series of demonstra
tions with his dirigible baloon. His
airship is always under his control,
so much so that he paid a visit to
Farman the other day in his “Bird
of the Winds,” after which he arose
and sailed back to his quarters.
It’s only a question of time.
Until our own airship is ready
for collecting parcels, mail, etc., we
respectfully request our readers to
send in their subscription to the
Future Home Journal, by the old
method. Send it by mail, now!
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THE UNIVERSAL CHURCH
OF THE FUTURE
Membership to the Universal Church is Absolutely Free.
Send for Application Blank, Inclosing 2 Cent Stamp to the
Secretary, 2 08 Fifth Ave., New York.

SERMON FOR F IV E W E EK S.
B y B rother W ilson D avid .
“Let your light so shine before men,
that they may see your good works,
and glorify your Father, which is in
heaven.”—S t . M a t t h e w , V :i6.

sible. There are expenses in con
nection with a Church of this kind
which few of our brothers and sis
ters realize. The cost of constant
Yes, brother or sister, let your correspondence alone is consider
light so shine that men may see your able, but rather than have the feel
ing so often found in other Church
good works. To be good secretly es we have refrained from solicit
evidences selfishness; to be good ing any money from our members.
merely for the praise it attracts is We want Man and God to see our
also selfishness. But to be good that Light and we want our members
others may follow your example and to let their light so shine that Man
and God may see the goodness of
see the folly of wickedness is the the work we are doing.
wish of God.
The members of this church live
Selfishness and personal gain are throughout the land. They are in
incentives which lead many to de all parts of the globe, from China
vout religious customs. The desire and India to Alaska. All are work
ing harmoniously, quietly and sa
to enter the kingdom of Heaven and credly for God and Man. There
to feel the blessings of God lead can be no personal gain in member
more to lead a righteous life than ship of this kind. Our brothers and
the desire to aid fellowman and to sisters in Alaska can never hope to
help our neighbors. Such right gain fame and renown from mem
eousness has not the sanction of God. bership to this Church any more
We must be good, for goodness’ than those who live in Calcutta, In
sake; we must love God and Man, dia. But in their own districts their
not for the reward He has promised lights so shine that their fellowbeings see the goodness of the work
to us, but because it is our duty.
Before we can hope to have our and in this they are truly Godly.
Always let us keep Love, Good
light so shine before men, we must
be sure that the brilliancy of the ness and Fellowship in our Minds.
light casts no shadows. How often Let us at all times remember that
we see a man or woman leading a we are all brothers and sisters; that
devout, religious life, making the mankind is one large family and
light so shine that men can see the that we therefore owe it to our
goodness, but far back in the sha fellow-being to help him, to inspire
dows we find that the life is selfish, him and to benefit him. Remem
erratic and lacking in true fellow ber brother or sister that you are a
ship.
member of this family and that our
Leave all thought of reward, or Church is the Church of this great
personal gain, out of your mind. family.
Be good because it is right to be
good; love man because man loves
S E R V IC E FOR 5 W EEK S.
you; love God because God loves
you and then your light will _o
August 16th: Read sermon for
shine with that true beam and bril the month, followed by reading 5th
liance of Love that man and God will chapter of St. Matthew and the
see the goodness of your works.
prayer given on this page.
The Universal Church of The
August 23rd: Same as above, ex
Future is based upon these very cept reading of 6 th chapter of St.
principles; love for Man and love Matthew.
for God. There is nothing selfish
August 30th: Same as above,
in the work of the Church. It is reading 7th chapter of St. Matthew.
without creed or dogma, and has
Sept. 6 th : Same as above,
so far failed to call upon its mem reading 8 th chapter of St. Matthew.
bers for fees of any kind and this
Sept. 13th: Same as above,
will be prevented as long as is pos reading 9th chapter of St. Matthew.
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PRAYER.
Almighty Father, King of Love,
Goodness, Wisdom and Power, be
stow upon Thy humble children the
knowledge and ability to serve Thee
and Thy Brotherhood. May peace
and success reign throughout the
land, and may we, with Thy bless
ing, experience health and prosper
ity.
Lead us in the path of Goodness,
that we may help our fellow-being.
Let us Glorify Thee and enable us
to let our Light so shine that man
may see the Goodness of our works.
Bless and protect those who, in
harmony with Thy laws, are gath
ered in their homes to-day, silently
and sincerely sending forth to our
members and Thy children, these
words of Inspiration, Power and
Strength.
In Thy Name, we ask these
things that greater Love and Good
ness may reign upon the land which
Thou hath given to us. Amen.

T H E H IG H EST Q U A LIT Y OF
HONOR REQ U IRED BY
OUR DOCTORS AND
LAW YERS.

Two great professions that re
quire more honor, a higher quality
and conception of right and justice
than possibly any other. The eth
ics of their profession forbids that
they in any way advertise them
selves. A modest sign is all that is
admissible. The public must seek
them out. Modesty and propriety
forbids that they talk about them
selves, at least favorably. They
are in the same fix as a German
theatrical manager in Cincinnati
once found himself. The authori
ties began to enforce the law
against Sunday desecration, what
ever that may be, and had made a
number of arrests the previous
Sunday. An employee placed a
large sign in front of the theatre
announcing grand matinee to-day.
The manager sees the sign, rushes
inside much excited shouting:
SP E C IA L NO TICE TO TH O SE “Take it in! Take it in!” “Why?
D ESIRIN G TO V IS IT NI
Aren’t we going to give a matinee
AG A R A F A L L S FOR
to-day,” asked the employee.
T H E CO N VEN 
“Sure,” said the manager, “but I
TION.
don’t want any one to know it.”
In our June issue we announced This is the doctor and lawyer’s
the plans of a New Thought con situation. Funny idea, is it not?
vention to be held at Niagara Falls Again, the doctor and lawyer are
next September. We offered to called upon to show themselves
send a number of representatives vastly superior to men in other
to this convention absolutely free, callings, to quickly cure a patient,
and many applied for further par or to tell him or her that there is
ticulars.
nothing much the matter with
We regret to announce to our them, but a little fear is to deprive
readers, and especially to those who themselves of their fee. Humani
made application for the trip, that tarian inclinations are at constant
no convention will be held. This, war with self-interest. This is
of course, upsets our plans and easily perceived—the patient wins
means disappointment to those who and the doctor loses. To be honest,
had expected to attend.
genuinely morally honest, is to be a
The original plans were indefinite, loser for a doctor. So we can see
but details were promised from how much superior he is to the
time to time by those in charge, and poor morals he protects. His edu
after many inquiries for these de cation gives him a vast knowledge
tails, we have received a copy of about us and all kinds of ailments
“Power,” published in Denver, Col we have, and what sort of poisons
orado, in which the following para will do its beneficent work of cur
graph is marked:
ing us. This is easily seen by what
“The Officers of the W orld New
he says to a patient when writing
Thought Federation and its Advisory
a prescription, and here is what he
Board, after due consideration of the
says: “Have this prescription filled
situation, have decided that, since the
interest in the work has not been great
(and generally at a drug store).
enough to give it the necessary financial
Take it so and so, for so and so
support, it is best to dissolve the Feder
long, and then come around and
ation, and notice is hereby given of its
I ’ll see how you are.” I wonder
disbandment.
why he says this. Don’t he know,
“Rev. John D. Perrin, President, W. N.
T. F„
or is he experimenting with his pa
“Nona L. Brooks, Pres W estern Dis
tient, and if he is experimenting,
trict.”
Once •again a good and sincere self-interest (money) says continue
movement suffers from a lack of in it, the patient is the only loser.
terest more than from lack of Would it not strike the average
finances. For was the interest suffi mind that he would feel the moral
ciently strong and sincere, money responsibility resting on him? The
would be forthcoming. It seems to legal consequences he escapes be
be a habit of the American people cause he is learned in medicine and
to “wait for the other fellow to do has a receipt in his office to show,
something” and in the end “no one and kill or cure. It’s all the same
legally. We should reverence our
does anything.”
doctors
or avoid them, whichever we
Again we express our regrets to
think is best for us. They cannot
our readers and friends.
with propriety advertise, but they
can secure legislation that makes it
A REAL ESTATE MAN SAYS:
a punishable offence for any one
who does not possess their sup
If you are looking for hom es, lots
or acreage on L ong Island and wish
posed knowledge and a receipt to
to put your m oney where it has a
prove
it, to squeeze a pimple or
chance to double in a few years, w rite
blackhead found in your face. Truly
to me and tell me w hat section you
great are our learned practitioners,
are interested in and I will tell you
all about it. I can put you in rig h t
and the word practitioners ex
on "T he Ground F loor.” A ddress
plains fully to practice to gain exJohn A. Rapelye, Office A, Broadway,
( Continued 3rd column, page 65.)
N ew tow n, L. I., N. Y.
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T h e M aster I n f l u e n c e . ByThomas McKean. An excellent
novel of modern times, well writ
ten and interestingly told. Few
novels of the season will appeal to
the careful reader as does this
novel. It is attractively and richly
bound and printed with illustrations
in many colors. Published by J. B.
Lippincott Company, Philadelphia.
Price, $1.50.
the

H ouse .

By Charles R. Kennedy. This
book contains the original words of
the play of the same name and as
a novel, or a book of fiction, is,
without a doubt, the most distinct
and interesting one of the season.
Those who have seen the play
should read the book and become
more familiar with the exact words.
Those who have not seen the play
should read the book first. It is
beautifully illustrated from photo
graphs of the characters and scenes
in the play as presented in New
York.
Published by Harper &
Brothers, New York. Price, $1.25.
S C IE N T IF IC .

L ong L if e a n d How To A t t a in

By Pearce Kintzing, M.D. At
last we have a book by a wellknown physician dealing with the
oldest question known to man. But
Dr. Kintzing does not reveal some
secret hitherto unknown process
whereby long life may be attained
and the reader is eventually pleased
that this is not the case. He deals
with the subject in words plain to
the layman and physician alike.
His chapters on “Food and Nutri
tion” and “The Mind” treat old
subjects in a new and interesting
manner. Published by Funk and
Wagnalls Co., New York. Price,
$ 1 net.
T h e N ew O ld H e a l in g . By
Henry Wood. The author is not
unknown to students of similar sub
jects and this new book deals with
an important subject in a vitally in
teresting manner. His analyses of
the laws and processes underlying
all modern healing methods will be
welcomed by students and scien
tists. The chapters pertaining to
Prayer Cure, The Hidden Psychic
Forces, Unbiased View of Chris
tian Science, and The Word of God,
present many new and important
facts. Published by Lothrop, Lee
and Shepard Company, Boston.
Price, $1.20 net.
It.

P sy c h ic a l R esearch and t h e
R esu rrectio n . By Prof. James H.

Hyslop. The author’s name and
fame is enough to warrant a large
sale of this book. Prof. Hyslop has
written many books on psychical
research, but this recent book em
bodies many interesting phases
hitherto neglected. The chapters
dealing with The Humorous As
pects of Psychical Research, Vi
sions of the Dying and The Nature
of Life After Death, present clearly
to the reader the value of psychical
research when conducted by such
able scientists as Prof. Hyslop and
his co-workers.
Published by
Small, Maynard & Co., Boston.
Price, $1.50 net.
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already issued and five more are yet
to come monthly during the re
mainder of 1908. This collection is
certainly one of the best of the kind
that we have lately seen. It is a
rare thing to get a number of really
useful and scientific articles on the
Science of Astrology together in
compact form, for generally we find
it necessary to search about through
dozens of pages of wild philosophy
to get at a few facts, but here we
have the real astrology in some
thing like coherent form and ready
for use. The discussion of the gov
ernment’s horoscope, the exceeding
ly valuable prenatal correction plan,
and the invaluable tables that are
given, are simply treasures that no
student of astrology can at all af
ford to miss. The first six num
bers of The Astrolite are ready for
mailing, price $1.25; or the 1 2 may
be ordered, $2.50. Address Prof.
L. H. Weston, Box 201, Portland,
Oregon. The edition is limited.
Now is the time to send. Postal
Money Order is the safest form of
remittance.

By Sir Oliver Lodge. The sub
ject is embodied in a lecture given
to the public in October, 1907, as
a Drew Lecture in connection with
Hackney College.
Sir Oliver
Lodge is deservedly honored as a
leader in the scientific world. He
is an active member of the English
Society for Psychical Research and
his opinions as expressed in this
book are worthy of consideration, to
say the least. The subject is inter
estingly written and the book is
elegantly printed and bound. Pub
lished by The Ball Publishing Com
pany, Boston. Price, $1 net.
W anted —A
T heology .
By
Rev. Samuel T. Carter. This book
is the continuation of the work of
Dr. Carter in his contention against
the scholastic theology. In its sev
en chapters will be found a plain
and out-spoken indictment against
the old doctrines and a plea for the
true spirit of religion and the broth
erhood of God and Man. It is_ a
book well worthy of serious thought
by the clergy and layman alike.
Published by The Funk and Wag
nalls Company, New York. Price,
H IG H EST Q U A LIT Y OF
75 cents net.
HONOR.
T h e I nw ard L ig h t .
By H.
( Continued from page 64.)
Fielding Hall. This book begins
with “The Secret of the East” and perience—on whom? And the law
ends with “All Truth Is One.” says it’s all right, doctor, go ahead.
Between these chapters are many With our lawyers the case is almost
others dealing with The Evolution exactly the same. To settle a case
of the Soul, Rays of Infinite Light, easily is to inflict a loss on them
Fate and Freewill, and Hell and selves. They thrive upon legal dis
Heaven. The author has a thor cord ; to reproduce harmony and
ough knowledge of the various sub stop legal quarrels would destroy
jects and the book is surely des their prosperity. Like the doctor
tined to reveal The Inward Light who lives by the illness, real or
in a manner calculated to be of great fancied, of others, so the lawyer
service to mankind. Published by thrives upon the quarrels of others,
The Macmillan Company, New and to cure or settle is a loss to
either profession (except in the lat
York. Price, $1.75.
B ra in R oofs and P orticos . By ter there are branches that are not
Jessie Allen Fowler. This is a included in the litigation class).
The law, which is supposed to be
rather unique title for a book, but
the book and the subjects are unique a highly honorable profession, is
and the title really explains the sub to-day probably the most danger
jects. If you are interested in that ous. Lawyers are constantly mixed
wonderful science of phrenology with criminals of high and low so
you must read this book by one of cial degree. If any theft of mag
the best authorities on the subject. nitude is contemplated by power
Aside from the hundreds of topics ful or, in other words, rich men,
and phases of phrenology and char lawyers are consulted, and it is
acter reading presented in this book, done upon legal advice. Making
it is beautifully illustrated from them accessories before the fact;
many photographs from life. It is after a crime has been committed,
a large book, well printed, nicely again the lawyer is the bulwark to
bound, conveniently indexed and protect the evildoer. Upon this our
withal a guide to the subject which lawyers thrive.
is now gaining so strong a gather
ing in this country. Published by
Fowler and Wells Co., New York.
Price, $1 net.
AN I N S T R U M E N T T H A T I M P R O V E 8 A N D

Remarkable Invention

T h e D o ctrine of M odernism
I ts R e f u t a t io n . By J. God-

8 TR EN Q TH EN 8 E Y E 8 IQ H T

and

rycz, D.D., Ph.D., Utr. Jur. D.
The author takes the teachings of
Modernism as a unified system or
theory, and lays bare its general
and underlying principles. Pub
lished by John McVey, Philadel
phia. Price, bound in cloth, 75
cents net.
Astrology. We have before us
a collection of short articles on As
trology by Prof. Weston. They are
published under the general title of
The Astrolite, seven numbers being

Spectacles May Be Abandoned
A ctina la a sm all in 
strum ent th a t sets up
and m aintains normal
circulation of the blood.
I t removes congestion
a n d strengthens t h e
nerves of the eyes—
and relieves most forms
of eye trouble. I t also
strengthens the sight so th a t glasses can be
dispensed w ith In many cases.
Over 75.000 A ctinas have been sold, therefore
the A ctina tre a tm e n t Is not an experim ent. I t
has been sufficiently tested to prove its m erit.
A ctina w ill be sent on tria l, postpaid—so th a t
you can try it w ithout any expense. Free, our
T reatise on Disease— send for It—it w ill in te re st
and in stru c t you. A ddress A ctina Appliance Co.,
Dept. 3 R ., 811 W alnut St., K ansas City, Mo.
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( Continued from page 61).
ing the Darwin theory; let us as
sume that in prehistoric times the
highest development in the animal
kingdom was the ape. Constant
study of ways and means to live
and find protection from external
foes, developed the ape’s mental
abilities, which brought about in
ternal progress resulting in external
development and progress.
The ape’s advancement, as re
corded by both Haeckel and Dar
win, presents forcibly the advance
ment of the ape’s mental and inter
nal plane. Evolution, as applied to
physical progression, was but the re
sult of the mind’s progression.
The ape soon learned that many
necessities of life must be made and
prepared and the hands and feet
were used. Gradually, the hands
were used more than the feet and
after years of constant use they
were developed more than the feet.
The fingers became more limber and
the brain had greater and more in
telligent control of them. Thus we
find that gradually the ape devel
oped hands and fingers of more hu
man characteristics. Evolution ex
plains the resulting development of
these members, but internal progres
sion, the development of the mind,
explains the cause.
Then the more advanced ape
sought freedom in action, in life,
in thought. Specie after specie
of the apes sought to improve their
conditions and the result was fur
ther internal progression. Then
came the species which, seemingly,
was the first link in the human
chain. Thousands of years after
we find the cliff-dweller, living
rudely and amid barbarous condi
tions, but still seeking advancement
and independence.
His mind
and mental abilities had become
more fully developed and he now
sought freedom from life with
lower animals.
In time the various species of
animals and the races of men di
vided and went into new and un
known lands, seeking greater free
dom and independence. Their men
tal development led them to do this.
They became more versed in the
natural laws, the sciences and the
arts. This mental, internal progres
sion, was the cause of further evolu
tion.
Then, education and liberal think
ing led our forefathers to fight for
still greater independence and last
month we celebrated the anniversary
of the attainment of one form of
internal independence.
The whole history of man is re
plete with the truth that the inter
nal mental progression leads to in
ternal independence and that this is
the cause of evolution.
Success, power, wealth and hap
piness cannot be attained without
constant internal progression and as
soon as mankind can declare his
internal independence of all material
influences, then will we celebrate
again a far greater victory over the
worst enemy and tyrant of all—
gross materialism and spiritual ig
norance.
In some later issue I shall de
scribe the true method of internal
progress.
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E D IT O R IA L
This is to be our monthly editorial
and it will pertain to politics. Do
not fear, however, that we are going
to do much preaching, or that we
are going to ask you to vote one
way or the other. But politics seem
to fill the air right now and to avoid
saying something is hard.
Have you ever stopped to think
what the word “Editorial'’ means?
An editorial is supposed to express
the opinions of the editor or edi
torial staff of the publication and if
this is true our editorials should
have shown you by this time what
we really think and believe. But
this editorial may give you an in
ner glimpse of the true feelings of
the editorial staff.
We feel that we should write on
politics although in our “Survey of
the Word” for June we expressed
the opinion that our politics were
strange. But this may seem like
beating around the bush, or fearing
to express our true sentiments. For
this reason we shall be a little more
decisive and discriminating.
The present campaign is not one
of personalities. We cannot, with
justice, deal with the good or bad
qualities of the candidates, for
should we do this we would at once
eliminate the candidate who is at
present confined in jail regardless
of the principles he represents. The
men are all good and clean in some
respects and naturally each has his
faults; we never will have a candi
date for President who is absolutely
perfect until our Nation becomes
perfect; for no perfect man would
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accept a nomination under our pres
ent laws. But we are getting off
the track again; it is so easy to find
fault. Let us return hastily to the
present candidates before we step
too deep into the mire of the Gov
ernment.
Leaving out the personalities of
the candidates, which really matters
but little, we are at once
stranded upon that weak frame
work called the political or party
platform.
These platforms, so
beautifully constructed and re-inforced before election, appear to be
nothing more than a blind covering
of paper over a deep hole and when
the newly elected President steps
upotl the platform he breaks
through and is soon lost in the
oblivion of “servant to the boss.”
But since we think that we elect our
Presidents upon the platform they
represent, let us examine these sub
tle things which are born several
months before election and die on
the day after.
First examine the moral princi
ples involved. The strongest of
these is contained in the Prohibi
tion platform. They are designed
to protect our home, our children,
our wives, our husbands, our health
and our happiness, from the devil
try of the saloon and rum. With
out a doubt this is the strongest
moral principle of the campaign and
one worthy of more serious consid
eration than we can give it here.
Then let us examine the social
principles of the various platforms.
Most of them agree in the fact that
laws should be passed prohibiting
or limiting child-labor. No great
er social evil exists at the present
time; for it is one which affects the
future of the nation. Then again
the several parties agree also that
many minor social conditions should
be changed. This subject is far too
lengthy for discussion in this Jour
nal, but if you are interested read
the various party platforms.
In regard to business each party
agrees to “put the trusts out of busi
ness,” and yet the trusts have sanc
tioned the nomination of some of the
candidates which does not look as
though these candidates were really
serious on this question. If all the
trust magnates and Wall Street
sanction the election of William
Taft it is hard to believe that he
would really do to the trusts what
his platform says; but this will lead
to an argument and it’s too warm
for a political discussion, so we will
beat a hasty retreat from such dan
gerous grounds.
From the standpoint of “what the
people really need” we must at once
recognize one principle found in
nearly all the platforms, viz: the
necessity of establishing throughout
the country “postal savings banks”
which will enable anyone to mail
their money to banks having the
backing of the Government and
which will lend the money locally on
safe security. Then there is the in
crease of rural routes, parcels-post
and other postal features which will
interest our country readers.
But two important features will
be found in several platforms which
we especially endorse. They are,
firstly, a graduated income tax
which means the first step toward
improving our social conditions,
and, secondly, a principle which is
strongly advocated by the Inde
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pendents and by the Prohibitionists, T H E E D I T O R S P E A K S ON
namely, “a court review of the deci
D REA M S.
sions and arbitrary rulings of the
We all have dreams, day dreams,
Post Office Department.”
This latter principle means lit and build castles in the air. Often
tle to the average person directly, we live to re-build them in reality
but a great deal indirectly, for it in and often this is impossible. But
fluences every publisher and every
business man who uses the United such dreams, although never ful
States mail. Therefore, we, per filled to the letter, have their
sonally, urge our friends to keep value. They act as incentives, or
these two latter principles in mind as a tonic if you please, leading us
and since they are found in the In on to greater heights.
dependents’ and Prohibitionists’
An editor has many such day
platform it seems that you should
vote—but hold on, we promised not dreams. It is proverbial that an
to ask you to vote any one way or editor, publisher or author must
the other and here we are getting live in dreams and exist upon air.
on the “heeler’s” track and bidding There is much truth in this liter
for votes. We really feel ashamed
now that we have said those words, ally. For the successful author is
and if our printer would only let one who can not only live in
us we would have them taken out dreams, but exist upon air. How
of the Journal, but he won’t let us ever an editor must perforce live
do it, for, perhaps, he is an Inde in dreams—dreams that pertain to
pendent or a Prohib—but there we
the future.
go again.
So I have had my dreams. Many
But we can’t help i t ! We told
you at the start that this editorial of them you see fulfilled in this
might reveal our true sentiments journal. A successful magazine
and we are afraid now that we have has been a dream which has haunt
been too frank. But let our Taft, ed me for many years. To aid
Bryan and Debs friends worry not. mankind to better their physical,
We have always preached the prin financial and social conditions has
ciples of Socialism and we dearly been another unceasing dream.
love Taft and we greatly admire And to teach man to know man
Bryan with his silver tongue (gold kind has been the one sublime
lined), and therefore you see we dream of my life.
have no real politics ourselves, but
But dreams are subtle, fickle
merely want certain principles of and treacherous things. They may
certain platforms adopted.
encourage you at one moment and
If our readers can understand us, discourage you at another time.
we shall marvel; if they will be They are so intangible and unre
lieve us, we shall be astonished; but liable that no dependence can be
if they shall do as we would like, placed upon them. Then you must
we would do anything in our grate awake from the dream in order to
ful appreciation.
appreciate the fact that you have
Thus endeth a complex, erratic been dreaming, and alas! the dream
editorial on politics, which we feel is past, and you must dream again.
sure will be christened by our office
This reminds me of the man who
boy as an “idiotorial.”
dreamed that he had at least one
million dolars in real gold. It was
an old dream, and he had often de
T H E D E L A Y O F O U R IS S U E S
cided that if he could once get his
— A P U B L IC A P O L O G Y .
hands upon that gold he would
I feel that I owe my readers a place it in the bank. And he did.
public apology because of the long In his dreams he made sure that
delay in the mailing of the July is the money would not escape him,
by putting it all in a bank in his
sue and the possible delay of this is own name at 4 per cent, interest.
sue. I trust that my readers will But alas! when awake and com
read carefully the following ex plimenting himself upon his great
fortune so secure he suddenly real
planation :
ized
that he would have to dream
There comes a time in the life of
every magazine when it must pass again in order to receive either the
through the stage of postal investi interest or principal.
But do not mistake me. Dreams
gation in order that the publishers
may secure what is technically do not always remain ethereal. They
often materialize. But their tran
known as “a second class entry.”
All magazines making application sition from the unreal to the real
for such entry must pass through does not depend alone upon the
examination by the postal officials. dreamer. Were this true, we would
Final decision is received from all be rich, happy, successful, pros
Washington after some delay. All perous, lovely, kind and goodness
the while the publisher is also de knows what. But others must help
layed. He must furnish a list of to make these dreams come true,
his subscribers to the officials and and that is just what I want my
must show all records, etc. This readers to do. I have done the
accounts for the delay of the mail dreaming; I have done my best to
ing of our July issue and also of carry out those dreams, and the re
this issue possibly, and I trust that sult is before you. I have given
my readers will understand and my readers the best possible maga
zine. It is rich in thought, valu
pardon any inconveniences.
This article will also explain why able in service and profitable in
you or some of your friends who education. But you must help by
have subscribed may receive a let securing more subscribers and aid
ter from the post office relative to ing the magazine to have a greater
your subscription. Simply answer circulation. This is the part of the
any questions asked and we will be dream I cannot fulfill alone, and I
greatly indebted to you.
ask your help.
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BEAUTY
TALKS
Lack of exercise, general and
specific, are the causes of most of
the chronic ailments that afflict
mankind. Most people are disin- *
dined to physical effort. Walk a
few blocks, and had enough. Few
breathe deeply to give the lungs
full inflation that the oxygen may
reach the blood by absorption and
so oxodize and burn up the impuri
ties brought by its ceaseless flow
from all parts of the body to the
lungs. That’s what it is brought
there for. Thence to the heart to
be driven by its ceaseless beat out
through the body to irrigate and
stimulate growth. We breathe just
enough to keep us alive, and the
action being automatic to that de
gree it requires no effort on our
part. It is not surprising that we
are ill. But it is surprising that we
remain as well as we do, consider
ing the slight consideration given
to our health, until we are down, if
not down and out. Then we sit up
(if we can) and take notice. Oh.
doctor, what’s the matter with me?
He asks a few questions, examines
your pulse, looks at your tongue,
takes your temperature, thinks a
moment, looks wise, writes out
some queer characters on a slip of
paper, tells you to go to a drug
store and have it filled. If he had
not mentioned that it was to be
filled at a drug store you would
have taken it to a Chinese laundry,
no doubt. Now you begin to dope.
Trying to counteract with poison
your indifference to rules of health
in the past. Some years ago a
Swede named Gustav Zander in
vented scientific machinery, or ap
paratus, to counteract this tendency
of the humany family to laziness in
properly exercising all parts of the
human body and limbs and with
out the slightest effort or loss of
energy to the patient and making
the treatment pleasurable. And
this method is known the wbrld
over as the Zander mechanico ther
apeutics. Naturally it has developed
in Germany and Europe more rap
idly than in the United States. We
are a busy people, and have no time
to think about the preservation of
our health until we discover it slip
ping away from us. But this Zan
der treatment makes one appeal
that is potent. It’s money (time
saving) powers, sprains, fractures,
adhesions, stiff joints, contracted
tendons, etc., etc., are speeded to
recovery in half the ordinary time
required by other treatments, and
frequently the Zander is the only
remedy. Space prevents a lengthy
description of its apparatus, meth
ods, etc., but their establishment
is at 16 East 28th street, New York
City, and will be pleased to mail
you a full and complete explana
tion to your inquiry.

YOUR FACE.
The human face, with its Beauty
or Ugliness, is the picture mentally
photographed by each and every
one we meet. Our features are the
center of the picture; the eye is a
lens ever photographing the objects
that pass within the radius of its
vision, and the films are stored
away in the gallery of memory, to
be cast upon the screen, and we see
again and again these memory pic
tures. Think a moment! We give
careful thought and consideration
to our personal appearance, in our
clothing and costumes. Why do
we do this? For the consciousness
of feeling, we are correctly, even
elegantly clothed. I f our features,
complexion and general facial ap
pearance are not in harmony with
our costuming, the more elegant our
clothing, the more it accentuates our
facial ugliness by contrast. This is
true. You must be aware of the
power and fascination of a fine,
handsome face and personality. It
is a peculiarity of age, it attacks
the human face first, it shows the
ravages of time in wrinkles, and we
notice it. As we view our reflection
in the mirror, age is impressed upon
our mind, and, as our mind dom
inates us, we feel old, and with this
constant reminder we lose our hold
upon success, social and in business.
If we have ugly and ill-shaped feat
ures, it is a handicap through life
which we should remedy if possible,
and it is easily accomplished. We
have many duties to others in this
life, but none is paramount to the
duties we owe ourselves, and our
personal appearance is first and
foremast of our duties. First im
pressions are generally lasting ones,
and ill-shaped and ugly features, a
pimply skin, wrinkles and generally
ugly appearance are deformities
which, if they can be remedied,
should be attended to at once. This
is a simple, plain statement of a
truth, which should be obvious to
all.
BEAUTY RECIPES.
To Beautify the Teeth.
To beautify the teeth and sweeten
the breath, mix 1 ounce of chlorate
of lime in one pint of soft water and
let it stand 24 hours and pour off
the clear water and add 40 drops of
the essence of rose.
Violet Mouth Wash.
Tincture of orris l/ 2 pint, spirit
of rose y2 pint, alcohol y pint,
attar of almonds 5 drops. Shake
well and rinse the mouth after eat
ing.
Any good system for improving
the health and appearance of our
readers that comes to the notice of
the editor of this paper will be
cheerfully written up and recom
mended to our followers. But it
must be good, and do all it claims.
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D epartm ent o f In stru ction
IN SUCCESS, PERSONAL INFLUENCE
A N D M E N T A L D E V E L O PM E N T
cond^udXHE WORLD’SBEST INSTRUCTORS
Each month in this department will be found practical instruction in Personal
Magnetism, Hynotism, Personal Influence, Suggestive Therapeutics, Telepathy and
Allied Phenomena. Also instruction in Rapid Character Reading and systems for
being successful in business, society and politics. Our readers who follow the ad
vice given and who put the systems taught to a test, should soon become success
ful in every branch. Each student of these subjects is invited to write to our Jo u r
nal, “Department of Instruction,” and give his experiences in following the rules
and lessons. This department of instruction obviates the necessity of our sub
scribers paying large fees to schools and institutions for book and correspondence
courses of instruction, as each month we will publish the works and methods of
the best authorities. Be sure to save these lessons; urge your friends to subscribe
so that they will come in for the benefits a knowledge of these subjects give.—
E ditor.

HYPNOTISM AS A FUN
MAKER.
In our previous issue instructions
for producing the hypnotic sleep
was given, and assuming that the
reader has read and thoroughly un
derstands the methods thus far out
lined, we will continue.
After subject (or subjects) have
been put to sleep the operator is
ready to produce a scene in hypno
tism. To make sure if subject is
asleep, or under the hypnotic spell,
the operator should lift the hands
of subject and test if they are limp.
You can readily ascertain and test
if subject is asleep or not by his
actions.
After you are quite certain that
subject is asleep, say to him : “Now,
sir, when I count three I want you
to open your eyes and you will find
that you are very cold, f reezing cold,
and you will shake your hands and
you will jump around and get warm.
Now, get ready, one-two-three,
open your eyes.”
If subject does not open his eyes
readily, go to him and assist him
to open his eyes by lifting up the
eyelids. Keep at him until you get
his eyes open. When he opens
them, repeat your suggestion that
he is cold. Say: “You are aw
fully cold, jump around and get
warm,” etc.
After subject has gone through
the scene to your satisfaction,
awaken him by hitting him upon
the back or shoulder, with the com
mand: “Wake up—all right—wide
awake,” etc. Be sure to awaken
subjects thoroughly.
This same rule or method can be
applied to the production of a great
number of hypnotic scenes. The
following suggestions will aid you
in giving demonstrations:
Tell subject his chair is red hot,
that he is sitting upon a cake of ice,
that he is fishing (give him a cane),
that he is a great banjo player (give
him a broom), tjiat he is a tight
rope walker, that he is a great sing
er or speaker, that he sees a funny
sight, that he feels very sad and will
cry, that he is intoxicated, that he
has a pain in his toe, that he is a
cat, or goat, etc.; that he is driving
a horse, or riding a bicycle. That
he is flirting with a pretty girl. That
he is selling papers or peanuts.
That he is a great dancer. That a
baby is making faces at him. That
he sees a great snake, or rats. That
he is fighting bees, or fleas. That

he is a piano player. That he is a
barber, or anything.
The subject can be made to act
any part with another subject, or a
number of subjects. A good oper
ator, who is something of a humor
ist, or actor, can get better results
than one who does not enter into the
spirit of his work.
In our next issue we will take up
the use of hypnotic suggestion in
the treatment of chronic diseases,
nervous disorder and minor ail
ments. The reader should derive a
great benefit from this department,
and the methods given for self
treatment through auto-suggestion
are by the best authorities.
For the student who wishes to
delve deeper into these allied sci
ences we recommend our Book
Shop. We have for sale at list
prices all of the standard works on
Hypnotism and kindred sciences.
Hypnotism, by Moll. Suggestive
Therapeutics, by Bernheim, and all
of the late works. For a list of
good books that are instructive and
not all theory, address the Future
Book Shop, care of The Future
Home Journal. Also see page 65,
this issue.

GOOD LUCK
CHARMS and
JEWELRY
We have just designed
the prettiest Stick-Pin ever
used as a “Good-Luck”
Charm. The S w a s t i k a
Cross has for centuries been
known as a “good-luck”
symbol, and we have made
it attractive by having it fin
ished in gold and various
colors of enamel.
SPECIAL PRICES
SW ASTIKA CROSS STICKP IN —Finished in blue en
amel and gold. O nly...........
SWASTIKA CROSS BREASTP IN —Finished
in
b right
and burnished gold. O nly ..

25c
25c

•RABBIT S FOOT LUCKY CHARM” —
This is a real, sm all ra b b it’s foot,
mounted w ith silver, suitable for gentle
m an’s pocket charm or "Watch ^ ^
charm . This is another bargain, for my price Is only.
Make All Remittances Payable to

SUCCESS JEWELRY CO.
Elmhurst, N. Y.
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THE NEW ONTOLOGY
A Complete Course of Lessons on a New Science
Which Explains Life, Death & Spiritual Phenomena
BY
R 0 Y L E
T H U R S T O N
N o t e : We have secured from Mr. Thurston the sole right to
publish from month to month the entire lessons which comprise the
four parts of his science. This is the first time any magazine has
ever attempted to publish in its pages such an exhaustive work as
this and we are anxious to have our readers follow the lessons care
fully. If you secure future issues of this magazine and preserve
them you will have the entire science of “The New Ontology,”
which will cover many pages.
“The New Ontology” completely covers the subjects of Hypno
tism, Telepathy, Psychology, Biology, Astrology, Cosmology. Ontol
ogy, Psychic and Spiritual Healing, Personal Magnetism, Clairvoy
ance, Disease, Health, Happiness and Success. Methods and com
plete rules are given for producing these occult and mysterious phe
nomena and the science clearly shows how health may be obtained
and maintained. “The New Ontology” is, without a doubt, the most
complete and wonderful science ever written, and was prepared dur
ing a period of three years, while Mr. Thurston was testing his meth
ods and systems in connection with his work before The New York
Institute for Psychical Research. This science is not published in
book form and can only be learned through the series published in
this magazine.— E ditor .

Lesson Number Six.
In my previous lesson I ex
plained the theory of how life is
created. I shall now go into the
physiological detail. The impor
tance of this cannot be over-esti
mated.
Simply stated, the proposition is
this: Life, in any form, depends
upon the action of positive electric
ity as generated by the sun and
contained in the atmosphere, com
ing in contact with the negative
electricity generated and contained
within the elements and substances
of the earth.
This leaves two principles to be
proven, viz.:
(a) That the earth contains
negative electricity; and
(b) That the sun generates and
maintains in the atmosphere only
positive electricity.
Now let us examine the proof as
to the first principle.
Lord Kelvin found that the
whole surface of the earth is elec
trified; .and that it is electrified
negatively, as a rule, although in
time of rain it (the surface) may
become electrified positively local
ly. Moreover, Lord Kelvin found
that the density of the earth’s elec
trification varies greatly at differ
ent times and in different localities.
He believed that this was due to the
electrified atmospheric masses mov
ing along within a few miles of the
observer. These facts are set
forth in “Physics” by George Bar
ker, Professor of Physics, Univer
sity of Pennsylvania.
In 1600 Gilbert published the
first book containing this fact in
the following words: “The earth
itself is a great magnet.”
Grover in 1849 proposed the the
ory which is now generally accept
ed by science, namely, that the
magnetism of the earth is due to
its own negative electrical qualities
effected by the action of positive
electrical
currents
circulating
around it in the atmosphere and
also by the positive electrical action
of the sun.

In regard to the second principle
we find that:
Benjamin Franklin proved that
the sky and atmosphere contained
electricity by sailing a kite which
registered the quality of the elec
trical phenomena.
Again, we can refer to Prof.
George Barker, who says in refer
ence to the atmosphere and its posi
tive electrical qualities: “This elec
tric stratum (the atmosphere)
must constitute very nearly the
electropolar complement to all the
electricity that exists on the earth’s
surface.” In other words Prof.
Barker claims that the atmosphere
is a stratum containing the comple
ment of the earth’s negative elec
tricity. And, of course, this com
plement must be positive electricity.
In fact, Prof. Barker further
states: “In general, however, and
even in continued fair weather, the
earth's electrification is influenced
very largely, as it would seem, by
external electrified matter some
where—probably at a distance of
not many radii from its surface.”
Electrical tests made prove that
the rays from the sun contain only
positive electricity. Science has
long proven that the atmosphere
contains only positive electricity
when it is in its pure state and un
effected by other masses. In fact,
the practical applications of elec
tricity to-day takes into considera
tion the two principles (a) and
(b), stated at the beginning of this
lesson.
The telephone has but one wire
between the two stations instead of
two. One is grounded; that is, it
connects the ’phone with the
ground and ends there. The other
continues through the air. It is the
negative wire which is grounded,
for, since the earth is one solid
negative conductor the earth is
used to carry the negative current
between the two ’phones.
Of
course, the positive current is car
ried from ’phone to ’phone by the
wire above ground.
My student may ask: “If the
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earth is negative and the air posi
tive, why use any wires at all?” If
the earth will carry the negative
current why will not the air carry
the positive current? But it has
taken science many years to answer
this question, and it has remained
for Marconi and several others to
utilize these principles. However,
today we have the wireless tele
graph, which system places the
negative wire in the ground and
allows the message to float through
the air on the positive currents
which the air contains. It is these
principles (a) and (b) which en
abled an electrician to invent apocket telephone, with which in
strument any one can stand at any
place on the ground (or in con
tact with the earth’s negative cur
rent) and telephone to any distant
place by using the air as a con
ductor of the positive current.
In the experiments of Lemonnier, Cavallo, Baccaria, Ceca and
more recently Quetlet and Lord
Kelvin, proof has been found that
“The air above the surface of the
earth is always electrified positively
while the earth is electrified nega
tively.”
Having set forth the scientific
proof of the two principles (a)
and (b) let us examine the result
of the action of the two principles.
It has been previously shown
that in order to have an electrical
manifestation of any kind, the two
qualities or currents, negative and
positive, must join. In the simple
electric bell there are two poles,
and when the two poles of a dry
battery, one negative and the
other positive, are joined to the
two poles of the bell, the bill rings.
Neither one of the two poles alone
can ring the bell; separately the
two poles or currents manifest no
power nor force.
Throughout the science of elec
tricity nothing is known as a fact
except that these two currents
must meet if the power which they
contain is to be made manifest.
There is little need to dwell upon
this point.
It has been stated that the earth
is a continuous negative current
and the air a continuous positive
current. If the two join there is
a manifestation. Thus it is that
there is life upon this earth.
Prof. Barker stated that the
earth was always negative except
occasionally in places where it was
raining. This is only natural, for
the clouds being in the “field” of
positive electricity, the rain con
tained in the clouds would be elec
trified with this positive electricity,
and, of course, would effect the
earth’s negative qualities during a
storm.
Again, during a storm when the
clouds are lowered and the atmos
phere becomes electrified very
densely, the action of the atmos
phere on the earth’s current at so
close a range produces lightning.
The same result can be produced
by having two electric wires, one
positive and one negative, coming
in contact. They will work upon
one another while separated at a
short distance, unseen, but when
allowed to come in contact a
stronger manifestation is made in
the form of long sparks and flashes.

We can refer to Prof. Barker
again on this subject. He says: “A
lightning flash, like a spark from a
laden jar, is simply a disruptive
discharge between opposite sur
faces highly electrified. These sur
faces may belong to two clouds or
a cloud and the earth. * * *
In the latter case the tension
is high and a forked flash darts to
the ground, developing great heat
and raising the oxygen, nitrogen,
watery vapor and carbon dioxide
of the air to vivid incandescence.”
All the elements of the earth,
whether mineral or vegetable, are
diffused with and contain the neg
ative electrical currents of the
earth. As long as these elements
or substances are upon the surface
of the earth or within the mag
netic field of the earth, they will
remain negatively charged.
Gravitation is no more nor no less
than the operation of the earth’s
magnetism. Consider the earth a
mass of negative electricity and the
air positive electricity and you will
understand why all matter is at
tracted toward the earth. A law
of electricity is that “like attracts
like and repels unlike.” That is,
negatively charged substances will
attract all substances charged nega
tively and repel all positive sub
stances. Positive substances will
repel the negative and attract the
positive. Thus the earth, being
negative, attracts all matter and
substances composed of earthly or
negative currents. Even human
beings are subject to this law, for
while we have within us both posi
tive and negative currents, our
bodies, the material substances
composing them, are earthly and
electrified negatively. This should
be kept in mind, for it will help to
explain death in future lessons.
T H E M A T E R IA L , C H E M IC A L CO M PO SI
T IO N OF H U M A N BODIES.

It has been stated that the ma
terial substances of the human bodv
contain the negative electrical
force. Let us examine the compo
sition of the body more closely.
The chemical composition is a
complex compound of carbon,
nitrogen, hydrogen, oxygen, water
and the so-cailed protein. This
combination in its primary unmodi
fied state is called protoplasm.
It must be apparent at once to
my student that the chemical com
position of the living body is of
such a nature and composed of
such earthly elements as make the
entire structure of the human body
susceptible to electrical forces. For
these same elements are used in
batteries to produce electricity, In
fact, one element alone, carbon,
which is found in all matter of
this earth, is used as a medium in
electricity. Carbon is always found
in electric batteries, and for this
reason we are enabled to know its
value in the human body.
The so-called protein has never
been found in dead matter but al
ways in living matter. Therefore,
protein, outside of its chemical na
ture, contains life (the subtle, vital
force), and this being true it con
tains a combination of both the
negative elementary current and
the positive vital current.
In their work Loeb and Little
field used this protein, and for this
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reason they did not create life from
dead matter. That the atmosphere
with its positive electrical currents
aided in their methods of creating
life is unconsciously admitted by
Dr. Littlefield when he says that
his substitute for blood plasma
“contained no life in itself but at
the same time proved to be very
susceptible to atmospheric condi
tions.”
To show that the chemical solu
tion used by Dr. Littlefield to cre
ate “living organisms” was in
fluenced by both negative and posi
tive currents of electricity, we need
only refer to his own words. Plac
ing a drop of his solution on a glass
under the miscroscope after it had
been exposed to the atmosphere, he
noticed that “it possessed peculiar
magnetic properties, the centre of
the drop representing one pole of
the magnet and the periphery the
other.” This statement clearly in
dicates that there were two electri
cal currents at work in that drop
of water, for there can be no mag
netism unless both positive and
negative electrical currents are at
work.
No matter what combination of
chemicals may be used, the living
vital force cannot exist within it
independently. The student will
recall the fundamental propositions
in the first lessons, that although
matter does exist its existence is
not independent. The Christian
Science principles declare that there
is no matter, that matter does not
exist at all, but that mind is all
there is. How erroneous this is in
the face of the facts presented
above. Mind is the controlling fac
tor ; but mind must have matter in
which and with which to manifest
itself. The vital force may be
electrical in nature and may be allimportant, but without a material
substance upon which to operate
this powerful vital force would be
useless.
Having progressed this far, let
my students note what Dr. Little
field has said regarding the crea
tion of life. It must be born in
mind, however, that what Dr. Lit
tlefield says is what was evident to
one of the world’s greatest scien
tists after making many experi
ments with the artificial creation of
life. When Dr. Littlefield made
these experiments he was not
working on the electric theory of
life but was attempting to create
life from seemingly dead matter.
This being true, it is all the more
remarkable that the following
facts were so clearly presented to
him, although he did not know
their true value as will be evident
to all my students.
He expressed his conclusions as
follows: “ist. Volatile magnetism
is abundantly diffused throughout
nature, and is not generated by
chemical action or friction or in
any way dependent upon the vari
ous functions or manifestations of
matter for its existence. It is
everywhere ready to be taken into
the animal body by TH E ACT OF
RESPIRATION and retained in
the tissues by the inorganic com
pounds normal to them.
“ 2 nd. Life is not as a principle
dependent on cell action or physio
logical functions, but may be in
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fused into organisms after the vital
organs have ceased to perform
their legitimate functions.
“ 3 rd. An animal organism is not
necessarily past revivication when
it has ceased to manifest the ordi
nary phenomenon of life—respira
tion—even for hours.”
Let us analyze these statements.
In the first conclusion Dr. Little
field says that the magnetism is
diffused throughout all space. In
other words, the positive electrical
currents may be found in all space
where atmosphere may be found.
He further states that this electri
cal quality does not depend upon
chemicals nor material substances
of any kind. This is understood
by my student. I have already
shown that the positive electrical
current is not of earthly origin but
comes from a Divine source
through the emanations of the sun.
His last statement in conclusion,
No. 1 , is the most important, for
he practically states that this posi
tive electrical current, which is not
made from or by earthly sub
stances, is at all times ready to be
taken into the body to give life by
breathing the air, and that after
entering the body in this process,
the body and the material sub
stances composing our bodies re
tains this positive electrical force
and becomes “life.”
In the second conclusion he
states that life is not dependent
upon the action of material sub
stances contained in our body, but
may enter a body after they have
ceased to have life. This complete
ly upsets the theories of other
sciences which claim that all mat
ter is life, and that matter lives
independently, for after the body
is dead and the material substances
have ceased to live, life may be put
into the body and the body can
again live.
The third conclusion is practical
ly a duplicate of the second.
I believe that my students have
been shown clearly that all modern
experiments made by scientists up
hold the theory presented in this
science, namely, that electricity is
life, and that this electrical force,
operating upon the material sub
stances of our bodies, causes life.
This electrical force coming from
a Divine source is the sacred
“breath
of
life”
mentioned
throughout the Bible. Hence, man
is Divine in Soul-force. We shall
now proceed to the next lesson.
T H E CREA TIO N OF L IF E .

It seems hardly necessary to treat
on this subject, since so much has
already been said of the principles
involved in the creation of all life.
However, let mv students add this
to their knowledge.
Human life depends upon two
requisites: the body and the soul.
The body is formed through na
ture’s laws. In lower animals this
process begins with the develop
ment of the ovum. The same is
practically true of human life.
The general process is as fol
lows: All animal life begins with
an egg or ovum. Usually this
ovum is of microscopic dimensions
although large animals may grow
from it.
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The egg or ovum is really noth
ing in itself, being of earthly ma
terial chemical substances and con
taining only the negative electrical
elements, which, as has been ex
plained, cannot contain or manifest
life independently. However, life
is present in the egg or ovum be
cause of its contact with and for
mation from elements from the
mother. This egg or ovum is later
on fertilized by contact with a sub
stance called sperm. Nature fur
nished both the egg or ovum and
the sperm, and has many ways of
bringing them together. Science
cannot make or imitate the egg or
ovum, but science can fertilize this
egg or ovum without using sperm.
Thus we see that after nature has
provided the proper chemical,
earthly material negative sub
stances composing the egg or
ovum, science can apply life to this
egg by using nature’s laws and not
substituting them as some claim.
The question is—what is sperm?
The chemical nature of sperm is
not of import, but its life-qualities
are. Since sperm can give life to
the negative elements of the egg, it
must be that this sperm contains
the positive force, and this is pre
cisely the case. Therefore, instead
of using sperm science can simply
apply the positive force in another
way. The atmosphere at the same
time acting upon the egg gives it
the positive elements and life is cre
ated.
Where life is produced within
the womb of the female the egg is
always present, and is fertilized
with the sperm from the male. This
then produces a chemical action,
and since the female’s womb con
tains both the negative and positive
electrical currents, it is a storehouse
of the vital force, and this force
of life is imparted to the egg after
being fertilized and life is mani
fested at once. After birth, when
the growth (or child) is delivered
from the womb and all connection
with it is severed, the positive elec
trical currents of the atmosphere,
breathed in the lungs, maintains
life in the new-born, independent of
the mother.
No matter how far the develop
ment in the womb may be and how
strong in life force the ovum may
be, if the mother dies the ovum will
die, for its life, until born, is de
pendent upon the life of the womb.
For the same reason if the new
born does not immediately breathe
the atmosphere after severing con
nection with the womb, it will die;
for there are but two ways for the
Life to remain in this new body—
one is by conection with the living
womb containing the positive cur
rent, and the other is by breathing
the atmosphere and thereby taking
into the body the positive current
which the air and atmosphere con
tains.
We find, therefore, that animal
life depends upon certain chemical
substances acting upon one another,
producing the condition necessary
to receive the positive electrical
force. This chemical action is tak
ing place continually in a living
body, and all the while the atmos
phere, containing the positive cur
rents, is acting upon these sub
stances, maintaining life.

Therefore, life really depends
upon the positive electrical cur
rents acting upon the negative
electrical qualities of the matter
which composes our bodies.
My students cannot learn the
foregoing conclusion and fact too
well. If they will reason a mo
ment they will see what vast knowl
edge is contained in that brief
statement: they will find the whole
key to life and its mystery.
Later on in this science it will
be shown How the positive electri
cal current can be strengthened or
weakened by man and how life may
be maintained and prolonged.
Health will appear as a most sim
ple quality, easily obtained and
maintained and disease and prema
ture death will lose their power.
THE
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After birth the animal body con
tinues to grow. A chemical action
is constantly taking place within
the body, repairing tissues and
parts worn out and giving the
necessary material strength to the
body. In this the electrical forces
play a most important part. Every
molecule and atom of the human
body, whether of the bones, flesh,
tissue or blood, is held in place and
in proper condition by the magnetic
attraction of the two electrical cur
rents within the body. The electri
cal currents of the body keep the
flesh and blood alive. The food we
eat contains elements of the earth
with its negative qualities, and
when these are taken into the body
they form new matter upon which
the positive electrical current can
act.
The heart is a pump keeping the
blood in circulation. Its action is
caused by the electrical forces of
the body. There is an outer cover
ing to the heart, like a bag, com
pletely covering it. In this sack
and next to the heart is a peculiar
chemical solution of which science
knows very little. In fact, medi
cine and science have been slow to
examine carefully the exact com
position of the solution, and in
many books on the subject of
physiology the nature of this solu
tion is treated so slightly that it
surprises the student. The heart
is a most vital and important or
gan, and for this reason alone it
should receive careful attention.
This subject will be treated separ
ately and some rare or unknown
facts will be revealed.
Since the food we eat is to sup
ply the negative qualities of the
body it is necessary therefore that
certain foods should be eaten in
order to keep the supply of nega
tive elements in proper proportion.
This subject, too, will be treated in
detail later.
The lungs act as the receiving
station for the positive electrical
force necessary to maintain life in
the negative elements of the body.
Every breath of air reaching the
lungs gives life; not in the way
that physiology7 teaches,' but be
cause it takes to the body the elec
trical currents of the atmosphere
from the Divine source.
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The Vibrations of Names
A C O U R S E OF L E S S O N S ON
CHARACTER READING FROM NAMES

BY
W E R E YOU BORN IN VIRGO?

J O S E

C O L A R D O

L esson N um ber F our .

In my last lesson I gave a chart setting forth the letters of the alphabet
with their numbers, planets, Egyptian hieroglyphics, Egyptian hieratics,
etc., and also the Months with their planets and numbers.
I will now explain the true Egyptian meaning given to each letter
according to the hieroglyphics and the planet. The numbers of the
letters will be treated later. The following information should be care
fully preserved for future reference.

From Aug. 23d to Sept. 22d.
Mercury is the ruling planet of racy and system is necessary, you
this sign and gives the promise of would do well and would therefore
great honors through your own make an excellent accountant, book
personal merits. There is one thing keeper, office manager, or systemaof which you must be very careful tiser of business.
If ever you found it necessary to
and that is the tendency to exag
T H E M E A N IN G S O F T H E LETTERS.
geration in speaking. Do not rush go into partnership, I would strong
—Great perseverance and force to master. Planet Mars gives energy
headlong into so-called “Clever ly advise that your partner be a A.
stubbornness, impulse, quick decision, martial tendencies and sus
Business Schemes,” as you will person who was born between July
ceptibility
to fevers, fires, burns and accidents. The Hieroglyphic
never be successful in such ven 23rd and August 22nd. Such a
is the Eagle, which means supremacy, wisdom of a national char
tures. Your great success will be partnership would produce splendid
acter and strength above all others.
in plodding work. Be patient. Mer results and be the most successful.
There are many other kinds of B. —Excellent reasoning powers and a mind for clear thinking. The
cury is always represented with
planet is also Mars, which gives quick action to the mind and reason
wings on his hands and feet illus people with whom an association in
ing abilities and makes the influence more active. The Hieroglyphic
trating the restless nature of his business might seem profitable, but
is the Crane, and makes the influence tend to uprightness, clearness
subjects. This you have to combat. in the end you would find that it
and distinctiveness.
Learn to wait and all your desires would be best to take the advice
C.
—Excellent business abilities, but often tending in the wrong dire
will be realized. But never sud here given.
tion.
The planet is Jupiter, which helps to make the influence true,
denly. You must watch them de
TO T I I E W O M E N .
kind and generous at heart, often promoting philanthropy, and re
velop under sympathetic patience.
Your mind is so active and so de
ligious worship; but in this case these things may eventually bring
Stick doggedly to the things you sirous of study that I should strong
harm as they are misdirected. The Hieroglyphic is the Throne, and
wish and imbue your mind with ly advise you to find some outlet for
indicates
the heights to which the letter C may lead if the influences
the fact that you must succeed and your energy.
are directed properly and unselfishly.
you will.
With such abilities and qualifica
—Humor and pleasantry. Good nature and wit. Harmony with li
You are a cool reasoner and have tions as you have you should make D.
and surroundings. The planet is Mercury, which makes the influ
a spirit of equity and mercy with a an excellent musician, writer, or
ence more mental if not altogether so. It adds to the reasoning,
taste for everything that is honest teacher. Music would also interest
writing, planning, calculating and oratorical abilities and tends to
and straightforward. Your moral you and you would soon find your
bring mental or nervous troubles. The Hieroglyphic is The Hand,
nature is mild, modest, amiable and self a reliable critic. As an artist
and this shows brotherhood, good-fellowship and a glad hand to all.
confiding, and still few persons un you would have considerable suc
It also indicates a willingness for knowledge and a searcher for
derstand you. You have a strong cess. In order to show you what
truth.
will, but you are too easily influenc other women can do who were
ed through sentiment. You reason born under practically the same con E. —This letter gives diplomacy and leadership to a rare degree. The
planet is Uranus, and this would add something of an erratic nature
well and then afterward allow your ditions as were you, I will give you
to the diplomacy and leadership and makes its influence strange and
feelings to control you and even a list of people who you must know
uncommon. It also slightly indicates marriage and harmony in
against the advice of better judg and whose lives you would do well
business. The Hieroglyphic is Fretwork, and this indicates that the
ment. You show little temper, are to study: Queen Elizabeth, Dr.
influences of E, as stated above, may be hid behind a screen so that
slow to anger and slow to recover. Mary Jacobi, and Mary E. Lease.
not every one may know of them. It shields the workings of the
When in anger you are not revenge
M ARRIAGE.
letter.
ful, however, and repentence quick
F.
—This letter causes abilities for acting, lecturing, and elocution; pe
You
will
find
that
either
a
Taurus
ly follows your wrath.
haps singing to some degree. It represents the fine arts. The planet
Some travels, later in life, will or a Capricorn person will make the
is the Moon, and this makes the influence changeable, mental and
bring you some money, although best marriage partner for you from
somewhat feminine. The Hieroglyphic is the Asp, and this tends to
you will win more fame than money. the viewpoint of sympathy. I will
modify the influence toward one of quietness and slowness.
But you will be satisfied with your describe these persons so that you
G.
—This letter gives abilities for financing and great foresight. Th
work. In some of these travels you may see just what I mean.
A Taurus person is born between
planet is Jupiter, and this tends to make the above influence more
will meet some pleasing persons
fortunate and adds strength to it. The Hieroglyphic is the same
who would make good friends for April 29th and May 20th and in
as C ( The Throne), and this indicates success and final triumph.
you, but you will soon lose sight of general they are fond of life and
—This letter gives artistic talents and a taste for sciences of all kinds
them if you do not remember this. pleasure and excitement rather than H.
especially those of an unusual or unknown nature. The planet is
There comes to you little har a quiet melancholy life. They have
The Earth, and this indicates that the above influences will result
mony in your family relatives on executive ability, although they are
in benefits for those of this planet in a material way. It does not
your own side and your relatives often exact in their desires. The
limit the tendencies to a material nature, for spiritual things are also
will be the cause of some trouble tastes and talents of a Taurus per
indicated. The Hieroglyphic is The Sieve, and this indicates that
and disagreement. You have few son are very similar as yours, both
the influences will cause weighty and perplexing problems to be
friends; this, however, is your own liking music, drama, art and poetry.
thoroughly analyzed and classified. It means analysis.
fault. The ones you have are un For this reason and many others
certain and of little use to you. there would be close sympathy be I.—This letter gives law and order and an excellent judgment. The
planet is Saturn, and this makes the influence serious, severe, cold,
You are not understood and persons tween you and a Taurus person.
Capricorn subjects are born be
decisive, sober and materialistic. The Hieroglyphic is The Parallels,
who should be friendly to you are
and this indicates steadiness, regularity and unchangeable character
repelled by the thought that you tween December 22nd and January
istics. It indicates generally cruelness or indifference to the feelings
do not care for them. This is of 20th. In nature they are studious,
of others.
small moment to you and you are scientific, and have excellent busi
—This letter gives excellent executive abilities. The planet is Jupite
able to do without the assistance of ness abilities. They are especially J.
fond of justice and economy and
and this gives success in this direction and shows that the success is
anyone.
for this reason would make a good
attained because of kindness and generosity in executive affairs.
TO T H E M E N .
partner for you. Astrologically, a
The Hieroglyphic is a blank, and it indicates that the above influ
You would be successful as a Capricorn person would be the most
ences are never modified or changed.
writer and would become noted for sympathetic partner for a Virgo K.
—This letter indicates good business abilities if directed in a pleasan
your style and your study of charac subject.
way. It also indicates business qualities closely allied with feminine,
ter. In fact, I would strongly ad
beautiful, artistic or amusing things. The planet is Venus, and this
vise you to make a business of jour
A PREDICTION.
indicates that the nature of the influences will be pleasant and inter
nalism and short story writing, be
We predict that if you are not
esting if not successful in a financial way. It also threatens loss
cause you are quick to analyze and a regular subscriber to The Future
through pleasures and the goods things of life if care is not exer
have a keen sense and appreciation Home Journal and only read it oc
cised with money matters. The Hieroglyphic is The Bowl, and this
of what you see and hear.
casionally, that you will miss some
indicates the good things of life, either to be filled to the brim or
In any field of work where accu thing.
overflowing—plenty or extravagance—never too little.
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T he F u tu re M agnetic
S u ccess Club :: •• ••
IN

U N I O N T H E R E IS S T R E N G T H

HOW T H E CLU B CAN H E L P
YOU.

Our motto is: “In Union there
is strength.” The mighty army at
battle can predict its victory
through its co-operative strength;
the political party of the day can
foretell its victory according to its
co-operative strength. Individually
the members composing either of
the above armies may be weak; but
their combined strength, when con
centrated upon one purpose is for
midable and beyond defeat.
The prisoner awaiting trial
arouses public sympathy. He may
be in doubt as to the success of
his defence, but gradually he learns
that many are wishing and hoping
for his release; he learns in many
ways, through the newspapers, let
ters, conversations and interviews,
that the public desires his release.
Slowly the army of sympathizers
grows. His position becomes the
leading topic in the homes all over
the city and at once there is a
mighty army of men and women
sending to him their thought-waves
for success and happiness. Who
can say that this does not at once
establish faith and confidence in the
prisoner? Who can say that his
final release is not the result of the

co-operation of that mighty army?
And so it is with the members of
The Future Magnetic Success Club.
Each member may be weak, un
healthy, unsuccessful and unhappy;
but the strength of all the mem
bers combined is a mighty strength,
too formidable to be estimated here.
And this strength is directed,
through co-operation, upon the bet
terment of each member. The
member who is sick KNOWS in
an occult way that thousands of
fellow members are directing their
thoughts and their mental strength
toward benefiting him and better
ing his health; he KNOWS that
they are in sympathy with him.
The member who is unsuccessful
feels in an occult way the daily
thought-waves of the thousands of
successful members who are send
ing to him their strength and suc
cess.
Will you miss this power for suc
cess, health and happiness, or will
you join the club now and receive
its manifold benefits? Remember,
membership is absolutely free to
those who are subscribers to this
Journal. Write to-day for particu
lars, for it may be the start upon the
broad and happy road to SUC
CESS.

ONWARD, FO RW ARD TO SU CCESS, S A Y S E V E R Y MEM
BER OF T H E F U T U R E M AGNETIC SU CCESS CLUB.

For several months we have been urging men and women every
where to join our Success Club. Many joined. They’re happy now.
Once they doubted, now they believe in Mental Co-operation. Long
before the publication of this paper many were induced to join, know
ing of the great success obtained by the leaders of the Club through
home gatherings and mental co-operation.
We cannot find words with which to express our desire to have
every reader of this paper join and participate in the helpful vibrations.
Every member makes the club that much stronger, and we hope by the
end of the year to have a gigantic army of workers who are sufficiently
interested in their own future success, health and happiness to spare a
few minutes each day in silent thought, helping and being helped by an
invisible, powerful law that defies distance and turns desires into accom
plishments and hopes into realities.
We want your help; you need ours. Why not join our Club now?
Remember, it costs nothing to be a member. Send in your name and
address, requesting membership, and we will send you rules for co
operation. Address The Future Magnetic Success Club, care of The
Future Home Journal.
SP E C IA L A D V IC E TO A D VA N CED M EMBERS.
The following secret code advice is for the advanced members of
The Future Magnetic Success Club. Those who are not advanced mem
bers cannot read this secret advice and should become an advanced
member in order to participate in the information here given.
Make application to The Future Magnetic Success Club, care of The
Future Home Journal, 208 Fifth Avenue, New York.
SECRET CODE ADVICE.
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THE GRUMBLER
N o t e . — T here are m any people in
this world who do nothing else b u t
grum ble w ith an y th in g and everything,
from th e size of th e sea-waves to th e i.
shape of the earth . We h av e engaged
one of these grum blers to w rite for this
departm ent.
He seems to exam ine
everything w ith a microscope and is
sure to find a flaw.

Have you ever been disappointed?
Well, I was sadly disappointed last
month because the editor of this
journal left me out of the issue en
tirely and I think my department is
as important as any other. I ’m go
ing to see that this does not happen
again.
Now look at that ocean liner
which is described and illustrated on
another page of this issue. Did you
ever see anything like that? Just
think of it—there will even be race
tracks and trolley cars. Now that
will end the pleasures of taking a
trip across the ocean. Those who
leave the city to escape the racing
automobiles will be knocked down
by them on the ship. Those who
detest gambling at horse races and
take a trip just to avoid the “odds”
will find bookmakers running all
around the ship, crying odds and en
tries and taking your money. Any
way, if you loose you will have an
excellent chance to jump over
board. And then the trolley cars.
Heretofore it has been a pleasure to
walk the decks of the big ships for
seven or eight days and never have
to dodge anything but seasickness.
But now, or in the future rather,
you will have to dodge every five
minutes or a trolley will run you
down or run you in, if not run you
off. Its a shame and I ’m going to
protest to Mr. Taft when he is
president ftext March to prevent
builders from making such boats as
these.
* * * *
Speaking of Mr. Taft reminds me.
He is surely a good-natured old fel
low, to say the least. I met him a
few days ago on board a ferry
boat on its way to Long Island City.
Needless to say Mr. Taft was trav
eling in the direction of Oyster Bay
to consult Teddy about—well let's
see. I guess it was about Teddy's
chickens, or possibly about the poor
railroad service on Long Island.
Anyway, William H. looked pretty
happy and did not seem to mind
that there was a William J. living
out West. He just smiled and
smiled, and then smiled some more
and all the while—guess what?
They were taking his picture and,
he smiled some more. Good man,
Taft, and I hope—but what’s the
use? Its a sure bet, and if you
don’t believe it, read between the
lines of the horoscope of Taft pub
lished in this issue.
* * * *
Speaking of smiling reminds me.
Some people always smile and oth
ers never let their face slip the least
hit. Ever notice that? There’s the
country minister. You would think
he has planted onions in the Garden
of Eden and was afraid he would

have to live there in the future life.
Then there’s the doctor.
He
wants to look wise and so he keeps
a long face. He’s afraid that he
might lose a patient if some one saw
him smile. Then there’s the land
lord. He smiles up his sleeve when
alone, but about the first of each
month, when approaching one of his
dupes for the month’s rent, he as
sumes a long face and could not
possibly smile without fear of los
ing the chance of collecting his rent.
But there is the undertaker. He
should have a long face, but he
smiles. He wants you to feel happy
while you live, for you’re a long time
dead and he knows it. Then there
is the jail-keeper. He smiles at you
as though he was welcoming you to
his palace of stone and iron. But
he isn’t. He knows that those who
smile are good and honest, while
those who are always sad or down
hearted sooner or later get into—
well, those who never smile know
what I mean.
So cheer up. Join the ranks of
smilers and pass by those who look
as though the sun was the last sil
ver dollar and the moon a counter
feit lead quarter.
* ** *
Are you interested in good books ?
—well, read the book review in this
issue and BUY.
* ** *
The“Sinless
One,” the great
Mahatma from India, who came to
NewYork
last year toconvert
everybody and everything, found
that he could not do it. He was
successful in having a number of
wealthy people support him in an
elegant house in the rich part of the
city and he lived like a king. But
after awhile some of the investiga
tors of the city learned a thing or
two and the “Sinless One” moved
quickly to England. And then—he
kissed one of his many pretty sten
ographers and she had him arrest
ed. He told the court he was the
“Sinless One” and could not com
mit a sin even if he wanted to. But
the court was sceptical and could
not believe him and he is now suf
fering from such scepticism.
If only one of these Mahatmas
would come to New York and ask
for everything but money, he might
be successful; but it seems that these
Mahatma need more money to live
and preach than fifty Methodist
clergymen. Now, why?
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T he Greatest of Musical Invention*—the

SPowertoForesee
Is Our Birthright
W e m a y avoid m is ta k e s , failu res,
ill-h e a lth a n d u n h a p p in e ss , if w e
w ish . I t is o u r r ig h t to be ab le to
e x te n d o u r v ision b e y o n d th e ra n g e of th e im 
m e d ia te a n d th e p e rso n al in to th e B O U N D L E SS
IN V IS IB L E , a n d to d ra w fro m th e se w h a tso e v e r
w e m ay d e sire, th ro u g h th e p rin c ip le s o f R E 
G E N E R A T IO N .
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Success H in ts ;
In d iv id u alism ; Y ogi P h ilo s
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sound v ib ratio n s. I t
h as n o t o n ly tw o
h o rn s , b u t tw o v ib ratin g
d ia p h ra g m s in s o u n d
box. O ther p h o n o g ra p h s
h av e o n e d ia p h g ra m a n d
one h o rn . T he D uplex
g ets a ll t h e volum e o f
m u s ic ; o th e r pho n o 
g ra p h s g e t t h e h a lf.
T he D uplex gives you a
b e tte r to n e — c le a re r,
sw e eter, m o re lik e th o
o rig in a l. O ur

Freight Prepaid
Seven Days’ Free Trial
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T he D uplex is e q u ip p e d w i t h a m e c h a n ic a l fe ed t h a t
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Tho D uplex h as a device by w h ich th o w e ig h t o f t h e re p ro d u c e r upon
t h e re co rd m ay be re g u la te d t o s u it th e needs o f t h e occ asio n , th u s greatly
p re se rv in g t h e l i f e a n d d u ra b ility o f th e re co rd s. T hese a r e exclusive
fe a tu re s o f t h e D u p lex a n d c a n n o t be h a d on a n y o th e r m a k e o f phono
g ra p h . P la y s a ll sizes a n d m akes o f d is c re co rd s.
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THE

American Institute
of Phrenology
In c o rp o ra te d

by special act of the New York
Legislature, will open its next ses
sion the

First Wednesday
in September
The subjects embraced:

Phrenology, Physiognomy,
E t h n o l o g y , Psychology,
Anatomy, H y g i e n e and
Anthropology.
: : : :
For terms and Particulars, apply to

H. M. Piercy, Sec.
Care of FO W L E R & W E L L S CO.
24 E ast 22nd S tr e e t,
N ew York, N. Y.
The Divine Language
of

Celestial Correspondences
By C O U L S O N T U R N B U L L , Ph. D.
A Story of the Heavenly Bodies, and their V i
brations and Essence, with their relation to
the Soul in Human embodiments.
Revised and Enlarged Edition,
350 pages in Cloth and Gold.
Price $3.00

T

H IS is a large, handsome volume pre
senting in a simple yet masterly style
the profound truths of the zodiac and
planetary vibrations and colors with their re
lation to the human family.
The subject comprises a careful treatise on
the mythological, symbolical and traditional
athered from Arabian, Chaldean, Hebraic,
gyptian and Indian sources.
Dr. Turnbull has studied his subject in
the O rient, and illustrates well his theme by
plates, diagrams, sketches and tables.
'This book has been conceded to be the
best yet written on the stellar forces, num
bers, and the spiritual meaning of the horo
scope. H is mathematical work is simple, and
suitable to the earliest beginner in astral
science. The first edition was quickly sold
and readily advanced to a premium.
P art One deals with Esoteric Astrology,
and P art Two with the practical.
In all
thirty-two lessons together with tables of the
Superior Planets for next forty years; tables of
Houses, etc. No other book necessary to be
gin study. Thorough, practical and spiritually
uplifting.
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THE GNOSTIC PUBLISHING CO.
Box A, ALAM EDA, CAL,

A REMARKABLE OFFER!
The Future Home Publishing Com
pany has secured several hundred
full-size building lots for distribution
among enterprising men, women, boys
and gills everywhere.
Show a copy of this Magazine to
your friends and acquaintances, it
will help you to secure the lot. (Sam
ple copies 10c. each.)
Induce 25 persons to subscribe to
this paper for one year and we will
send you a deed to a lot, making you
the owner of a piece of property th a t
will some day he worth a great deal
of money.
The First Subscription you send
will reserve the lot for you. Send in
the person’s name and address and
one dollar and make the start. You
can have several months’ time in
which to send in the 25 subscriptions.
Send them as fast as you get them
and we will send you a receipt for
each subscription. When the twentyfive subscriptions are all sent in, we
will send you a deed properly ex
ecuted, with full description and title.
You shordd he able to sell your lot
for a good price, in a short time, if
you desire to do so.
NEW TRANSPORTATION UNDER
WAY.

All shrewd and successful investors
recognize th a t there is no element so

necessary to a sure and rapid rise in
real estate values as the element of
transportation.
The investor who would secure the
greatest profit must, with a prophetic
eye, anticipate the pending transpor
tation improvement and invest in
advance of the masses, and conse
quently a t a low level of values.
From a careful perusal of the facts
following, one perceives with rem ark
able clearness th a t the present is the
opportune moment to invest in prop
erly located property on Long Island.
There is a t the present time under
construction additional transportation
facilities leading into Long Island to
cost the almost inconceivable sum of
more than SIX HUNDRED AND
SEVENTY-EIGHT MILLIONS OF
DOLLARS.
Namely—
The Pennsylvania R. R. Long Island
four tube tunnels from 32d and 33d
Streets, M anhattan, to Long Island,
connecting with L. I. Pennsylvania
R. R. system.
The Municipal Tunnel to be built
through 34th Street, M anhattan, to
Long Island, affording an entrance to
the Metropolitan Street Railway sys
tem.
The Belmont 42d Street Tunnel,
connecting with the Subway in Man-

h attan and the N. Y. & Queens
County Trolley system, in Long
Island, both of which are controlled
by the Belmont Syndicate.
The Municipal Tunnel, to he built
under 59th Street and the E ast River,
from 11th Avenue, M anhattan, to
Woodside, Long Island.
T h; Blpckwell’s Island Bridge, from
59th Street and 2d Avenue, Man
hattan, to Long Island City, provid
ing connectings for the entrance into
Queens Borough, Long Island, of the
M anhattan Elevated system.
The W ard and Randall’s Island
Bridge, to he used also by tjje New
York, New Haven & H artford Rail
road. together wtith the Pennsylvania
R. R., making a direct connection
through New York City to the New
England States and the E ast and
West, thereby providing quick and
direct transportation from all sections
of the city into Long Island.
Act prompty and secure a lot.
Address all correspondence and sub
scriptions to THE FUTURE HOME
PUB. CO., 208 F ifth Ave., New York
City.
W rite to the Real E state D epart
ment of the Future Home Pub. Co.
and ask for instruction on how to
get subscriptions on this plan. Send
10c. for a sample copy. Do it now!

TO A D V E R T I S E R S W H O D O N ’T K N O W
B U T W H O T H I N K T H E Y DO
L I S T E N : If you place a small advertisement or a large one in T H E FU T U R E HOM E
JOURNAL any month this year we will have a man who is known to be one of the most clever
ad. writers in this country re-write your ad. as he thinks it should be written. The revised copy
will appear in the following issue, properly keyed, so that you can tell if it is an improvement
over your copy or not. The revised ad. may prove to be a great winner, and if it is, you can run
it in other papers and reap the harvest good copy brings. W rite and ask our editor about it.

